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The atomic species sensitivity of EXAFS lends itself to the 

investigation of the local atomic structure of certain cations within 

multi-corrponent disordered systems. To this end, X-ray absorption 
,,0 

measurements were performed on two systems of glasses, containing Zr02 and 

Ti02 as major constituents. Both of these oxides a;e known to confer 

technologically important properties, however, their exact structural role 

is far from well understood. 

For the case of Zr02, the R20-caO-Zr02-Si02 (R = Li, Na, K) system 

was chosen and structural changes were monitored as a function of alkali 

type and content and by the method of preparation. For annealed 

specimens, the results show a considerably ordered arrangement of, on 

average, six oxygens at 2.09 ± 0.05 K, indicating that the Zr site can be 

classified as net\>lOrk forming. The comparison of annealed and quenched 

Specir,len5 show that structural changes are observable as a result of heat 

treatment below Tg• 

Previous investigations of Ti02-containing glasses have shown that 

the coordination of Ti4+ ions varies as a function of composition. Such 

effects should be observable by the EXAFS technique and a series of 

Na20-Ti02-Si02 glasses were measured. Furthernore, the Ti K-edge is 

characterized by transitions to bound states of the excited atom (~ms) 

which reflect the symnetry of the surrounding atoms. Results using both 

of these phenomena support the overall trend of increasing low 

coordination states « 6) with increaSing Ti02 concentration, although 

discrepancies with other M)rks are observed at low Ti02 content, where 

tetrahedral coordination is still observed, which may be due to the method 

of glass preparation. At the cOITqX>sitional ratio Si02:Ti02 - 1-2 a 

maximum in this coordination, thought to be due to isostructural 

substitution of Si4+ ions, is obseryed as a function of Na20 content. 

Further addition of Ti02 results in phase separation. 
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Olapter 1 

1.1. DfPINITIOO CF A QASS 

'nle ability of a material to form a glass depends on its coIni-Osition. 

The majority of inorganic compounds and elements ITl€lt to form liquids 

having a relatively low viscosity (- 10-2 Poise). Irrespective of the 

rate of cooling, these liquids crystallize at a temperature Tf (see Fig. 

1.1.) to form a solid possessing a periodic array of structural units that 

corrbine to give a crystal its long-range order. 'nlis is represented in 

Fig. 1.2(a). HO\JE..>ver, there are some materials which, on cooling to 

temperatures below their freezing point, past the rE.>gion of supercooling, 

will not crystallize, but rather remain in raetastable stt.te having a 

viscosity - 1013 Poise. Crudely, the rate of crystallization can be 

related to the inverse of the viscosity. Sucb materia.ls are called 

glasses: the American Society for Testing Haterials defines " glass as 

" • •• an inorganic product of fusion which has been coolee to a r igio 

condi tion without crystallizingw. 'Ibis describes what could be called the 

classical formation from the melt. However I other techniques are COTlTiOnly 

used in order to obtain glasses and will be mentioned where appropriate. 

Of all the glass forming systems, of partiular technological 

importance are the oxide systems Si021 Ge021 B2031 P20S, As203 and Sb203 

readily fooil glasses from the melt. Silica is the r.ost widely researched 

of these and roost of the discussion hereinafter will be concerned with 

slicate glasses. 



Figure 1.2 Two-dimensional representation of (a) Si02 , (b) vitreous 

Si0
2 

and (c) Na
2
0-Si0

2 
glass as envisaged by Zachariasen and Warren. 
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It would be expected that the atanic structure of a glass would be 

similar to that of its parent liquid: in as much that it is characterised 

by broad X-ray diffraction patterns as opposed to the sharp lines 

associated with a crystal. This is in fact the case and implies that a 

glass lacks any long-range order. However, as the primary short range 

order forces are similar for all condensed J;ilases of matter, it could be 

asst.med that for a crystal and a glass of given conposition the bond 

angles, bond lengths and coordination of the nearest neighbours would be 

analogous. 

1.2.1. Vitreous Silica 

Zachariasen (1932) had noted the probable amorphous nature of glass 

as suggested by X-ray diffraction and following earlier work by 

GoldsclJnidt (1926), who laid down certain rules for glass formation on the 

basis of cation:anion radii per pro ionic crystals he argued further 
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that the increase in internal energy of a glass cor:vared to that of a 

crystal of given cOlllposition must be small so as not to cause 

devitrification, int)lying that the polyhedrc.l builaing blocks underlying 

the structure of crystals \'>'ill be the sante, although the strength of the 

metal-ligand bonds will vary, producing aSYlIT.letries. f.loreover, the 

polyhedra nust be joinoo to each other in a sintilc.r fashion to further 

reduce the internal energy. '!bus, the tetnlhear"l [Si04] units - see Fig. 

1.2 (a). - that cOlIi>rise the three the~dynamically stable phases of Si02 

(quartz, cristobalite ana tridymite) will be the SaJ:le in vitreous silica, 

the only difference being tile r~lative orientation of tilese tetrahedr" as 

shown in Fig. 1.2(b). Distortions of the order of 10% are sufficient to 

produce an overall ranoomess in the network resulting in an "infinitely 

large unit cell". 

'!his theory was first proposed for one COflltXme:nt glasses such as 

vitreous silica. The next section proceeds to discuss the extension of 

this theory to rore complicated systens. 

1.2.2. Binary Silicates 

By the addition of suitable ionic oxides, it is possible to disrupt 

the continuous silica net~rk and still produce a glass. For instance, 

the introduction of Na20 allows a surplus of 02- ions at melt tine (due to 

the 10\,1 electron affinity of Na+) which react with the [Si04] units. 'Ibis 

has the effect of creating so-called -non-bridging oxygens" through the 

reaction 

\ S' - 1-
/ 

o - Si L + Na20 ... 2 .,j Si - 0- + 2t:a+ 
\ / 

forming oxygens that are bonded to only one silicon as shown in Fig. 

I 1.2 (c) • 'lhe net effect of this structural breakdO\'IJ1 is to reduce the 
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viscosity, strength and melting taTq)erature of the glass. For example, 

the addition of 2.5 mole % to Si02 at 17000C causes the viscosity to drop 

from 2 x 107 to 2 >: 103 Poise. 

Zachariosen (later su~rted by Warren, 1937) proposed that the lar9~ 

Na+ ions occupy the interstices between [Si04]n- tetral)oora, (FiS. 1.2c.), 

preserving the electrical neutrality in the vicinity of the non-bridying 

oxygens. Li20 and K20 behave in a sin-lilar way to Na20, although their 

respective size and bond strength mean thot they confer contrasting 

physical properties such as different thernal expansion coefficients. 

Table I lists the cations which act similarly to the alkali oxides; 

the so-called "network modifiers" (Group Ill), together with network 

formers (Group I) anc1 "inteIIOC"'<liates" (Group 11). 'l1116 grouping of ions 

was based on the criterion of bono strength between cation and anions 

(oxygen), first proposed by Stanworth (1948) and updated by Paulill9 

(1960). 

Formers Intermediates Nodifiers 
Group 1 Group II Group III 

B Ti Sc 
Si Zr La 
Ge Pb Mg 
V AI Li 
As '1ll Ba 
Sb Be ca 

Na 
K 
R> 
Cs 

TABLE I 

Classifi~tiorl of metal oxide in the structure of glasses based 
on the criterion of bond strength. After Pauling (1960) 
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~1e term intern~iate is often used to describe ions, the oxides of which 

will not by themselves melt to forr,l glasses but ~lhen cont>ined with a glass 

former do possess such a propensity. However, for this work the term ~lill 

be use<:: to descr ibe those ions which are thought to be ablE to enter the 

glass structure as a network former or as a nooifier. '1l1eir role is not 

exactly know, and it is the hope of this work that their exact structure 

may be elucidated. 

Thus, as can be seen, it is possible to form very complex 

r,lulti-conponent glasses by combining network fomers, modifiers and 

intermediates. 

1.3. ODIER S'.l'lIrroRAL iBEDRIES 

1.3.1. 'lbe Modem CIystallite 'lbeory 

It has been suggested that the theory of Warren and Zachariasen on 

the atomic arrangement of glasses has been regarded by technologists more 

as an article of faith rather than a law of nature. However, right from 

its conception the interpretation has been criticized and even today has 

not been fully resolved. 

'lbe first criticiSIil of Warren's interpretation came from Valenkov and 

Porai-Koshits (1936). As in all structural theories they proposed that 

the network fornung anions occupy sites that are sirndlar, as far as first 

shell coordination is concerned, to that of a crystal of given 

composition. However, they pointed out that Warren had failed to 

appreciate the significance of the thermal history of glasses. In 

investigations of the Na20-Si02 system, up to the metasilicate 

composition, several glasses were produced that had undergone varying heat 

treatments and they found that the X-ray diff ra ct ion data could be 

awroximated by a superposition of data from vitreous silica and sodium 
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silicate (Na2Si03)' weighted by a factor that depended on the fraction of 

Na20 present. 'Ibis interpretation suggests that binary silicates possess 

a two-phase character, the region between these phases consisting of a 

highly disordered Wlknown phase. SUch a theo ry , called the modern 

crystallite theory differs from previous crystallite theories, as 

expounded by Randall, et al. (1930), in which the irXiividual phases were 

postulated to be delineated by sharp boWldaries ana as such should exhibit 

small-angle X-ray scattering (SAXS). 

Since this early diffraction work, roore reliable interpretational 

techniques have been eq>loyed. These have invariably involved the Fourier 

transform of the data to produce a radial distribution function (RDF) (see 

Section 1.4.1.). Such a method produces a superposition of pair 

correlatioo functions corresponding say, for a binary system (Na2o-Si02)' 

to Si-o, Si-Si, 0-0, Na-o, Na-Na and Na-Si scattering. Porai-Koshits 

(1953) and IAlkesh (1942) used such a technique to measure the alkaline and 

the alkaline-earth silicate systems, and the borosilicate system. The 

technique called the di.fference method, rests 00 the awroxlmation that 

the interactions between Si-Si, Si-O and 0-0 will be the same in vitreous 

silica as for that of a binary silicate. '!bus the RDF for the former may 

be subtracted from the unknown function resulting in informaion on the 

atomic disposition around the lOOdifying ioos. 

'!be results sUWOrted the earlier work that the JlDrpbology of a glass 

is heterogeneous and varied from point-to-point throughout the volume. 

SUch a theory has a ~logical backing as well, as it accccoodates the 

possibility that these heterogeneities may act as nucleation sites in the 

early stages of crystal growth to produce a glass-ceramic. Furtherroore, 

it explains also why Si02-Na20 mixtures containing small anwnts of Na20 

(less than 1.5 IOOle per cent) do not melt to form a glass. Stryth (1972) 

argued that there are areas in the melt that possess sodium ions 
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bound only to one oxygen. As there are insufficient non-bridging oxygens 

available, the internal energy is high and produces a characteristic 

immiscibility dome at the high-silica side of the free energy curve. As 

the soda content is increased more and more non-bridging oxygens are 

produced and the free energy is lowered. 

Recent work by Gooc:inan (1983) has tended to support the modern 

crystal lite theory. He attributes the glass formation process as a 

strained-rnixed-cluster model, the clusters being - 3nm in size and of a 

phase determined b¥ the crystalline polymorphs that exist either side of 

the eutectic oomposition. 

1.3.2. Discrete Anion IIxlel 

One major shortooming of the randan network and crystallite theories 

is their failure to explain the large increases in the thermal expansion 

and changes in the energy of activation for flow at alkali contents of 

10-20 IOOle per cent in binary silicate glasses. Such a change is observed 

in liquid binary silicates and it is the contention of this theory that 

the atanic arrangement in silicates above their liquidus temperatures 

persists or is "frozen-in" as the liquid is supercooled, through Tg, to 

form a glass. Spectrosoopic investigations (see next section) have led to 

the postulate that multioomponent glasses possess a more canplicated 

structure than was first envisaged. Rather than having a [3-D] oontinuous 

randan network, discrete cxxnplex ions, such as rings or chains, similar to 

those found in crystalline silicates, have been shown to lead to a better 

description of thermal conductivity (Mackenzie, 1956), viscosity (Bockris 

et al. 1955) and surface tension (King, 1953). Table 11 lists the anionic 

species present as a function of alkali oxide content according to Endell 

and Hellbrugge (1942) for a liquid binary silicate. SUch a IOOdel has been 

suggested for glasses by Huggins et al. (1943). Bockris et ale (1955) 
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huve suggested that the corrq:>lex ions present at certain percentages of 

alkali oxid~ are produced by the IX>lymerization of [Si0414- tetrahedra, 

the latter bein9 the discrete structural units present at the 

orthosilicate cOllp)sition. With the addition of Si02' more complex anions 

are produced unt.il at 10 role' th(£e now become unstable with respect to 

a 3D random network and the material revert£. to a Zachariaserl/\'larren type 

glass. 

l1etal OXide Si:O Anionic Units 
mole % ratio 

66 0.25 Single [Si0414- tetrahedra 

60 0.286 Short chain of two [Si04]4-

60-5(\ 0.286-0.333 Large ctK~ins and rings 

50 0.333 Infinitely long chains 

50-33 0.333-0.40 Long chains and sheets 

33 0.4 Infinite [20] sheets 

33-0 0.4-0.5 Sheets ancl [3D] Si02 network 

0 0.5 [3D] network 

'l2\BLE 11 
Structure of liquid silicates according to Endell and Hellbrugge (1942) 
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The follo~ling sections are included here to illustrate the 

difficulties that are inherent in the structural investigations of 

amorphous materials. Although not intended to be a complete survey, the 

major contributions to the understanding of glass structure are stated and 

where relevent ccr.p1risons between these techniques and X-ray absorption 

spectroscopy analysis will be underlined and developed in Chapter 3. 

1.4.1. Diffraction Studies 

For crystals, coherent scattering is strong due to the periodicity of 

the lattice. In glasses, this translational symnetry is lost, angular 

information is averaged out and scattering is usually couched in terms of 

the radial density p •• (r ) of atoms of type i at a distance r from an atom 
1J 

of type j, averaged over all i atoms in the material. For a material 

comprising two atomic species A and B, 3 pair-correlation functions g(r), 

corresponding to A-A, A-B and B-B have to be considered. For n atomic 

species, n(n+l)/2 independent functions are required. Such a condition 

imposes serious experimental constraints on the diffraction studies of 

glasses. As many independent experiments as pair correlation functions 

need to be performed in order to fully describe the material. In practice 

this is rarely obtained and can only be remedied by the introduction of 

certain awroximations. 

The scattering intensity for an isotropic medium Icoh(O), O. 4~sin9 

I). is 

I(Q):: ~ c? + 1: C.C. i 4'1Tl'2p .• (r) sltrQr dr 
1 1 i~j 1 J Jo 1J 

(1.1.) 

where Pij is the average pair distribution function. 

The atom radial distribution function 4~ r2 Pij (r) is normalized 
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such that 

(1.2.) 

the total nuni:>er of j atons in the sanp1e. 

Following WarrE:n (1969), it is now beneficial to define the 

interference function Qi(Q). Eqn. 1.1. may now be written as 

(1.3. ) 

where Ci is the concentration factor and Fij(Q) is the normalized product 

of the individual scattering factors. Pa is the average density of the 

material in the lindt r + co. EqIl. 1.3. is of the general form of a 

Fourier (FT) transform with the pair correlation function defined as 

d .. = 4nr[p. ·Cr) - P ] 
1J 1J a (1.4.) 

That is 

(1.5.) 

or the Fourier transform of the interference function (obtained fran 

experiment) can be expressed as a convolution of the form 

~ 
Ff[Qi(Q)] = \' C. \' f d .. (r)P .. (r - r')dr' t 1 ~ 0 1J 1J 

f
Omp .. cr) 

= ~ Ci ~ 1i P •• Cr - r')dr' 
1 J 0 1J 

(1.6.) 

where Pij is a peak function (LeacJJetter and Wright, 1972) containing 
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the normalized atondc scattering factors multiplied by a window fUnction. 

For neutrons Pij is independent of Q. The value Om reflects the range of 

available nanenttun transfer obtainable for the experiment which is ... 30 
o 
A-I for synchrotron radiation. The termination of the Fourier transfoom 

produces -termination ripples· (Bragg and West, 1930) and ultimately 

determines the resolution of the HF. 

Independent interference functions may be obtained directly by the 

choice of suitable experiments. For single oxide glasses these may be 

obtained by the COI'Ibined use of X-ray and neutron scattering. For example 

Henninger et al. (1967) for vit. Si02 and Leadbetter and Wright (1972) for 

vit. Ge02. 

The use of heavy ion substitution (Ba, 'lb and Pb) offers a promising 

way of establishing the role of JOOdifying ions. 'Itle RDFs for these 

glasses are dominated by the strong X-ray scattering of these ions. 

Results by Brosset (1958) on soda-lime-silica glasses tend to substantiate 

the two phase JOOdel for silicate glasses. However, it JtllSt be stressed 

that the use of isostructural substitution methods presupposes that these 

ions behave in a similar role. 

For the case of neutron diffraction, very little work on 

I1llltic:onp>nent systems has as yet been performed. A short study by Suzuki 

and Keno (1981) has proved that the teclvlique is worthy of IOOre merit. 

Loshmanov et al. (1974) used the isotropic sensitivity of Ti scattering to 

study Na20-Ti02-Si02 glasses and will be discussed in IOOre detail in 

Chapter 5. 

1.4.2. Rx:lear Magnetic Resonance (lfIIR) 

mR spectroscopy is an extremely useful technique for the study of 

glass structure. 'Itle quadropole and chemical shift interactions are 

sensitive to the local environment of the excited nucleus. For low atomic 
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mxnber elements having a spin I 2. 1, the daninant interaction is the 

quadropole. This has meant that the majority of work on glasses has been 

performed on borates using lIB and lOB nuclei. Therefore, by way of 

contrast, in this section the structure of borate glasses will be 

presented. 

The first structural investigations on vit. B203 was carried out by 

Warren and Biscoe (1938a). They concluded that it was comprised of [BD3] 

triangles linked so as to form a random network. Although, other theories 

have been offered, their original appraisal is generally accepted. 

For the case of binary borates R20-B203 (R = Li, Na, K) the 

structure is more canplex. As the alkali content is increased up to the 

value of 16 mole % Na20, the expansion coefficient decreases. From then 

on it is observed to increase. Such a behaviour is uncharacteristic of a 

Zachariasen/Warren type glass where the addition of extra oxygens should 

weaken the structure. Warren and Biscoe (1 938b) attributed this behaviour 

to the creation of [004] tetrahedra, which will increase the rigidity, up 

to 16 mole % and fran then on, non-bridging oxygens are formed and the 

glass reverts to its classical behaviour. 

However, NMR results have tended to suggest rather that [B04] 

production increases steadily as a function of alkali content according to 

the equation 

N4 (no. of B04 tetrahedra) = x 
1 - x ex = \ Rz0) 

a relationship expected if it is assumed that each added oxygen converts 

two boron atoms from triangular to tetrahedral coordination. This 

phenomenon was experimentally observed by Silver and Bray (1958) by the 

steady increase of the [B04] line at the expense of the highly 
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quadropole active, broad [B03] resonrulce. 

Nore recently, .Jellison ana Bray (1978) h~ve shown tllat t.he glassy 

l"~ b~~t..li.. CQi. ~ rt:lolt::U W bUIJt.;1:.lJ1Ci,L liJliu> (<..-onlp.1e>: (;;rl~orlb) \t,'ltnlr. Wc 

ylcu;t;; t;;lmllar to those founu in crystalline borates, (e.g. ooroxol, 

t~lraLorial(:, oiLor"l(.', I.1Cu.oori.llL, etc.). Here, COrrq;AJtH simulaticns 

rroCiel the oata by weigbting eacli individual phase in a fitting algoritiun. 

Such Cl thoory agret:s with earlier results of Krogh-l-loe (1965). 

The application of tIle !J!R technique to silicate glasses is 

considerably less favourable due to both the absence of any quadrol..ole 

r.anent and also the 10\1 relative abulldance. However, one promising new 

technique has been develo[-eO whicl: makes it ~ssible to eXamill€ these 

ions. The technique called "magic-angle" spinning (MAS) requires the 

rotation of a sample (- 4 kHz) at an angle such that the dipolar 

inter"ction is 'quencheCi'. This interaction is usually so broad that it 

masks out any weaker processes. Results on Na20-Si02 glasses (Dupree et 

al. 1984) show that it is IX>Eisible to dctt..'ct chemical shifts of the Si 

resonance due to changes in coordination properties and to dis~rirllinate 

between Si tetrahedra possessing one, two or three non-brickjiny oxygens. 

Moreover, measurerllents on the t-~a resonance show that the irrmediate 

environnleJ1t of these ions within the glass is distinct from that found in 

crystalline conqx>unds and it is proposed that the Na+ ions occupy random 

sites. Such a roodel conflicts with previous ~rk on tlle two-phase make up 

of glasses. 

1.4.3. EKAFS Studies 

Extended X-ray absorption fillE:- structure (EXAFS) is the name given to 

the oscillations observed on the high energy side of an absorption edge 

and extend typically from 50 to several hundred eV. '1tley arise from an 

interference effect between the outgoing photoelectron wave and waves 
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scattered back from the neighbouring atoms. As an interference effect the 

periodicity of these oscillations is related to the distance between 

emitt~r and scatterer. The amplitude gives Cl measure of the type, murber 

and disIX>sition of these scatterers. The phenomenon is radially sensitive 

and as such provides an excellent method for exc:unirlin<J tb~ local atomic 

structure of disordered systems for which translational symmetry is 

lacking. f1k>rE..IOVer, the technique is ueneficial for the investigation of 

multi-component materials £IS each absorption edge may be sampled 

iooividually. 

By far the most extensively studied of all oxide glasses is the 

germanate system in view of the fact th"t its f~-edge (11103 eV) is readily 

accessible. 5ayers et al. (1972) ana Wong and Lytle (19BO) have compared 

the structure of vitreous ('~02 with the two crystalline forms of gerrrania: 

the hexagonal structure, where the ~ atoms are t~traheOrally coordinated 

by oxygen; and tetrQgonal Ge02 for which the coordination is octahE..>dral. 

Results have concluded that vitreous Ge02 is related to the hexagonal form 

and as such acts in a similur way to 5i02 as (.I gla..'>s former. It was found 

that the dE.oyree of order in the first shell is greater than that found in 

the corresponding crystal and can be attributed to a relaxation of the 

iIrmediate atomic environment at the expense of any translational syrnnetry. 

lmy of the latter is lost due to the variation in Ge-o-Ge bond angle and 

can be readily seen by the lack of any second shell contribution to the 

~. 

Cox and 11dlillan (1981) have measured the DCAFS spectra for a series 

of lithia-germanate glasses and again found that the signal was solely due 

to the oxygen arrangement around the Ge4+ ion. However, the cooroination 

nunber of the Ge4+ ion is a function of the alkali oxide content. It was 

found that the rCltio of octahedral sites to tetrahedral sites increased as 

oxygens were donated by Li+ ions. 
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Sandstrom et ale (1980, 1983) have studied the binary silicate 

system XSi02(1-x)Ti02, prepared by a flame hydrolysis method and found the 

system to be very complex indeed. For a very small Ti02 concentration « 

I wt. %), EXAFS measurements were obtained by a fluorescence technique and 

show the Ti4+ ions to occupy an octahedral (Ti02-like) site within the 

Si02 glass, suggesting that Ti4+ ions occupy an interstitial site between 

[Si04]n- tetrahedra. As the Ti02 content is increased up to a maximum (x 

= 0.07), the Ti4+ ions take on a different role and exhibit a tetrahedral 

coordination for which the ions substitute isostructurally for Si 4+ but 

still maintaining a small amount (- 5 wt. %) in octahedral syrrmetry. On 

further addition oi:~ti02 the ratio of sixfold to fourfold coordination 

increases appreciably and eventually (- 15 wt %) the structure is "rutile 

like" • Such a duality of roles establishes the intermediate nature of 

Ti4+ ions as suggested by bond strength criteria. 

One particular study of sodium silicate glasses carried out by 

Pettifer (1979) shows how useful information may be extracted fram EXAFS 

data with a IOOdicum of analysis. It was thought that Zn4+ ions may behave 

in a similar way to Ti and possess a dual character. However by direct 

canparisons of the first peaks in the EXAFS spectra of the glasses with 

ZnSi04' for which the Zn4+ ions are tetrahedrally coordinated, it was 

possible to categorize the Zn role firmly as a network former for this 

particular system. 

For Si, the K-edge X-ray absorption spectra becomes difficult to 

measure (the Si K-edge - 1800 eV). Greaves et al. (1980) have measured 

the fine structure for sodium disilicate, vit. Si02 and soda-1~silica 

glass, prepared by blowing thin films directly fram the melt. Bond length 

and bond angle (Si-O-Si) results are in agreement with earlier diffraction 

data. Greaves et al. (1981) and Gaskell et al. (1982) have also measured 
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the K-edges of modifier oxides: Na+ and ca2+ respectively. Results 

indicate that these ions behave in a different way than was first 

postulated by the Zachariasen/Warren model; that is they do not simply fit 

into random holes within the Si02 network but occupy rather a more well 

defined site similar to that found in crystalline counterparts. 'Ihese 

conclusions lend support to those models presented in Section 1.3.2. 

One of the severe limitations of the orthodox transmission EXAFS 

technique which was highlighted in the previous studies on the Si and Na 

K-edges, where absorption is very large, is that the thickness of sample 

imposes, in some cases, impractical limi ts. One technique which 

alleviates this problem is to measure the specular reflectivity of the 

sample, making it possible to reach edges as soft as oxygen (- 400 eV). 

Fox and Gurman (1980) have calculated this scattering for various media 

and danonstrated the feasibility of the technique and furthermore have 

shown it to be surface sensitive. 

Taylor and McMillan (1983) have investigated the role of Zr02 as a 

nucleating agent in the development of cordierite glass-ceramics. Results 

show that before the onset of crystallization an incipient ordering takes 

place, indicated by an increasing second-shell contribution. 

1.5. OI>ICE (F GLASSES 

'!he technological uses of oxide glasses are many fold. Their 

employment in both industrial and domestic environments has increased in 

recent years and for this reason, research into the physical properties by 

empirical investigation has accelerated at the expense of fundamental 

structural work into 'how' certain oxide glasses confer these properties. 

Zirconia is one such oxide and is of importance technologically fran 

two points of view. Firstly, Zr02 is an effective nucleating agent in 
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some glass-cerarnic COlllX>sitions. Secondly, it is a major oonstituent of 

glasses having a high resistance to alkali attack and is used in the fibre 

reinforcement of cement. It is for tidE) latt(~r reason, that the project 

was first conceived in collaboration with Pilkington Brothers plc. 

The exact structural role played by Zr if) fc;.r fronl unoerBtooCi. Its 

bonuing cl~racteristics with oxygen are such that its classification as a 

neblOrk fomer or as net\t'Ork nodHier is ill-defined. Using Pilkington 

Brothers "~Fil" COOllJOsitioll a~ Cl guioe line (sample ZrA in Table IV) a 

system of glasses was prepared. 

In the preceeding section a recent study on the role of Ti ions has 

been discussed. TitanilDll dioxide is an i.Irp:>rtant acklitive in glasses in 

view of the fact that by varying the Ti02 concentration in Si02-Ti02-

containing glasses it is possible to produce a material "'ith a very low 

thermal expansion. Sandstrom et al. (1980) were quick to point out that 

tht:' complex llcture of Ti may be a function of glass preparation. ()'} the 

basis of thifj \I;ork it was decided to e);tE.'mJ tilis study and investigate the 

ternary silicate Na20-Ti02-Si02 Systa1l. 

1.6. PU\N eR mmIS 

Chapter 2 discusses the exper imental techniques errployed in this 

work. This is divided into two sections: (1) Glass and sample 

preparation; (2) EXAFS instrumentation and measurE!l~ent. '!be latter 

includes a brief survey of the salient features of synchrotron radiation. 

Cllapter 3 involves a tileoretical outlinE. of the basic physics of 

EXAFS leading to the fundamental equation. There then follows a 

discuss iOl I on the interpretation of the data and the relative merits of 

the differing tecl'uliques. 

Chapter 4 rell:>rts the X-ray absorption measurements for a series of 
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Zr02 containing glasses. 'J.\.Jo techniqut.£ are used for the interpretation 

of these data on the basis of which, a structural model for the role of Zr 

is presentee and is used for the interpretCltion of infrared data. 

Chapter 5 reI..()rts on the X-ray absorption measurements for a series 

of Ti02-contCtinincJ glasses. ~s anc near edge results are used to 

discuss the coordination of Ti 4+ ions wi ttJ reference to previous 

structural nodels. 

Chapter 6 concludes the work by a general discllssion of the 

awlicability of DCAFS for glasses anu underlines the nlC:tirJ findings of the 

structural investigations, on the basis of which the prospects for 

extending these studies are discussE:d. 



OIapter 2 

2.1. ~~ 

For a given cOltlX>sition, the physical properties of a glass are 

influenced by its thermal history. Therefore, in any discussion on the 

structure of glasses it is particularly inp>rtant to bear in mind this 

aspect of glass science. 

Glass preparation can be regarded as a three stage process: firstly 

the decomposition of batch materials below the liquidus temperature; the 

firing of the melt to remove inclusions, etc. J and finally, the 

l'xlroogenization of the glass. 

Glass colrp:)sitions will not be presented in this chapter but deferred 

to the relevant results and discussion sections. 

2.2. QA$ PREPAIWl'I~ 

2.2.1. IIelting and AnnealiDJ 

'!he following procedure was used to produce glasses and although not 

a caIpl.ete description, many of the techniques are used in comnercial 

glass manufacture. 

1. Batch materials (e.g_ Limoges quartz, sodium carbonate and calchun 

carbonate) were mixed thoroughly prior to any thermal treatment. Fine 

particle size and thorough mixing speed up the initial reactions within 

the melt. 
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2. When necessary, decarbonation and sintering were carried out. At 

8500(: sodium carbonate melts witb the violent r~lease of CO2. This effect 

accelerates the mixing process and speeds up the reaction 

3. Depending 011 composition, glasses were melted at awroximately 1000C 

above the liquidus terperature for 3 hours to ellsure full n~iining. At 

this stage there are two standard methods for securing a ltonlogeneous 

glass: (i) the liquid may be stirred i-n situ ; or (ii) as was 6'i1ployec1 in 

this work, melts were cast, crushed and then remeltec:J in an iteration 

process. Prelindnary casting was performed on to a mild steel plate and 

the glass was then 'grizzled' (quenched) with distilled water. For 

glasses that were fairly stable final casting was il£4rforr,le(l onto a warraed 

plate to avoid cracking. However, for some glasses faster cooling rat~ 

were required to avoid devitrification ar~ in preferenc~ to mild steel, a 

cooled copper plate was us(.'() as the casting medilUll. As GI pr~liminary 

cl~k on the glassy nature of the material, X-ray diffraction spectra were 

measured. Fig. 2.1. shows the characteristic amorphous broad peak 

expected of disordered materials. 

4. After the final cast the glass, where awropriate, was placeO in an 

elt'Ctric furnace for annealing. This allows any internal stress within 

the quenched glass to be relieved by a viscous flO\t.' process and can be 

directly observed by examining the absence of birefringence under 

polarized light. The annealing temperatures were determined by 

differential Rcanning calorinlE'try (DSC) as shown in Fig. 2.2., taking a 

value TAnn' as the extrapolated onset of Tg• 
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Annealing was carried out for 2 hours at the appropriate temperature 

and the glass was then allowed to cool down slowly to aJIbient temperature. 

For many of the glasses hydration was not a problem. However, as a 

precautionary measure, samples were stored in evacuated desiccators until 

required for experiment. 

(be particular EXAFS study involved the comparison of two glasses 

from the same batch having different thermal histories. This required a 

rapdily quenched material obtained by drawing glass fibres from a 

single-tipped bushing furnace onto a rotating, mild steel drum. 

It is possible that phase separation may be so fine that it is 

unresolved ~ large angle X-ray scattering. In order to check this high 

resolution microscopy was attempted using a JEM 200 instrument. 

Specimens were prep:lred ~ placing very thin slices of the glass 

(obtained by grinding or blowing bubbles directly fran the melt) and 

placing them in a 5 keV argon, ion beam thinner until perforation. 

Fig. 2.3a. and Fig. 2.3b. presents two micrographs obtained from 

this study. ihe rottled structure present is due to the carbon coating 

placed on the surface of the specimen to prevent charge build-up when 

under the electron beam. Fig. 2.3c. and Fig. 2.3d. are electron 

diffraction patterns canplanentary to the areas in a and b. 'nle canplete 

absence of structure and strong ooherent diffraction suggests that the 

glasses are continuously moorPlous and no phase separation has occurred. 

For sane canpositions, the stability of the sample in the presence of the 

beam was poor. In seconds, cavitation could be observed making analysis 

difficult. 



a) 

b) 

Fig.2.3. Electron micrographs for samples: 

a) ZrA and b) ZrE (see table IV) 



c) 

d) 

Fig.2.3. El ctron diffraction patt rns taken from the 
same ar a as a) and b). 
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2.1.3. CIystal Preparation 

For most of the data analysis comparison with model compounds is 

essential. Where possible, readily available 'Analar' grade laboratory 

chemicals were chosen. However, for some of the analysis more complex 

canpounds were required. For the Irost part, these were chosen for their 

ease of growth and were obtained by solid state reaction and then checked 

for crystallinity using an X-ray powder camera. 

2.1.4. EXAFS Specimen Preparation 

Following Kincaid (1976), EXAFS specimens were prepared according to 

the specifications that the absorption thickness product (~t) should be -

1.2 at the edge in order to minimize the effects of inhanogeneities and 

harmonic contamination. 

In any absorption process, the intensity of X-rays is 

logarithmically decreased according to the equation 

I = IOexp(-IJt) (2.1.) 

where IQ and I are respectively, the intensities before and after 

absorption through a medium of absorption coefficient ~ and thickness t. 

Experimentally In(IoII) is measured as a function of photon energy. 

The linear absorption coefficient can be calculated using the fact 

that, to a good approximation, the total mass absorption coefficient ~ Ip , 

for a material is related to the individual mass absorption coefficients 

of the elements comprising the material by the following additive equation 

~/p = t g. (IJ/p) . 
"1 1 

(2.2. ) 
1 

where i is the mass fraction contributed by the element i with mass 
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absorption coefficient (~/P)i. 

Qlce t has been dete[l~dnec1, thin, parallel slices of glass were 

DIOWlted onto brass blocks and polished on diaJ'lIond paste wheels to a 1 ~m 

finisb. 

The above proc~ure was found to work well for specllllen thicknesGes 

greater than 100 ~m. Below this, specimens tended to crack and became 

unrilanageable. To CirCUJIlVellt this problslI, thin filn~ of powderec1 sanples 

were prepared by a technique used by Pettifer (1977). Slurries of the 

require<1 material were preparE:.<1 by mixing finely groWld ~er h~ld in a 

SUslkIlSion of amyl acetate ana "durofix" glue, and cast onto "sellotape" 

and allowed to set. For each sample several films were cast and checked 

for l~eneity and pin-holes. 

Al tE'rnatively, one furtber technique was used for the Ti02-Na20-Si02 

system which ~roVetl r€\varuing on two counts: glass bubbles were blown 

straight from the melt. This was a very quick way of obtaining thin filn~ 

(- 20 ~m) and also pernd tted very fast rates of cooling. 

2.3. ~ RADIATIa. 

2.3.1. IntroWction and History 

Early electroll accelerators were developed to study the plethora of 

particles produced when matter interacts at high energies, giving an 

insight into the forces that ultiDlately control nature. 

Within the past twenty years however, cyclic accelerators have been 

used as a means of obtaining large X-ray fluxes '1llis radiation is 

produced when the electron orbit is perturbed by ar. electro-rragnetic 

interaction that maintains the closed orbit of the electron. This 

perturbation increases the electron acceleration and classically such 
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increases give rise to the emission of n.tlhation, so-cullec~ synchrotron 

radiation. 

Much of the early spectroscopic work ",eo J?erfomed in a parasi tic 

role, using already existing accelerators, and although thif: is in fact 

still true, increasingly nore amounts of bean~tiJnE: art: being given to 

X-ray users. fI.oreover, within the past ten years dedicated synchrotron 

sources have been built in oroer to facilitate a whole range of atomic, 

nnlecular and solid-stCite pbysics experiments, together with an increasing 

amount of biological resE'arch (see Forty, 1979) 

2.3.2. !be 'lheory 

'lbe instantaneous power rbdiatea by a charged particle undergoing 

acceleration can be written in Lorentz invariant foon as: 

, (2.3.) 

where 1! is Cl 4-cOl'CpOnent nQnentLuH vector an(! (h is th€' elulIent of proper 

time. In the non relativistic limit, eqn. 2.1. reduces to the classical 

expression 

2 
P _ 2 e a2 
-~3 

c 
, (2.4.) 

a being the particle acceleration. Lienarc1 (189B) recognized that for a 

charged particle in circular notion, the rate of change of enE:rgy is snall 

compared with the rate of change of nanenturn and under this awroxirnation 

eqn. 2.3. reduces to 

(2.5.) 
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since, 

4 = y 

where w = i, R beiJlCJ the radius of the orbit. 

Rewriting, we have 

(2.6.) 

That is, the power radiated is proportional to the fourth power in energy 

and inversely proportional to the square of the radius. 

Schwinger (1949), in a theory of synchrotron characteristics from a 

classical standpoint, calculatecJ the angular and spectral dependence of 

the instantaneous power. The most tmportant equation to come from this 

theory is tbat 

A = Zo3S[R(m§J 
c [E(BeV) ] 

(2.7.) 

where AC is the maximum in the wavelength distribution function (Fig. 

2.4a.). &:}n. 2.7. srows that the machine parameters (energy and radius) 

dictate the wavelength continuum obtained from a synchrotron. Schwinger 

also showed that the dipole radiation pattern expected from an 

accelerating charge is warped forward into a direction tangential to the 

electron's orbit (Fig. 2.4c.). One further characteristic of the 

radiation is the high degree of polarization as a function of azimuth 

angle lJI (Fig. 2.4b.), indicating that at lJI = 0, the radiation is 

completely polarized with its electric vector parallel to the plane of the 

electron orbit. 
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2. 3.3. Practical Aspects 

Synchrotron radiation offers several substantial benefits over a 

conv~J1tional X-ray source: a continuum of X-ray \Olavelengths, enabling 

discrete energies to be sampled; a high pOOton flux; and highly polarized 

radiation enabling experiments to be performed on nlDtf-'rials which exhibit 

dichroism dependence. 

In absorption studies, all these effects have resul t~ in quite (J 

dramatic increase in scientific output. For example, in 1976 the only 

EXAFS work being ~rformed on glasses in the U.K., employed a lClboratory 

X-ray set (Pettifer, 1977). This neccessitated many measurements on each 

material corrpared to the one spectrum (collected in awroxirnately 30 

minutes) taken on a synchrotron. 

2. 3.4. '!be Synchrotroo Radiation SOUrce 

All absorption measurements presented herein were origiJ1E:lly to be 

perforr.ted on the Synchrotron Radiation Source (SRS) at the Daresbury 

Laboratory. Unfortunately, several problems were encountered in using 

this equil"fnent and, coupled with the unavailability of the Wiggler magnet, 

some of the absorption studies werE~ taken elsewhere, namely Hanburg and 

Stanford. However, in the followiny sections, the experimental aFP8ratus 

and techniques will be discussed with reference to the SRS, although the 

EXAFS instrumentation is usually standard. 

2.3.5. InstnIIIentatian 

A schematic representation of the awaratus used is shown in Fig. 

2.5. The system and camputer software for data acquisition and control 

were designed at the Daresbury Laboratory. 
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1. '!'No types of r.¥XlOChromator were used for EXAFS measurements. Early 

results \I,'er~ taken using a channel-cut crystc.U.: a two crystal arrangement 

manufactured from the same piece of material. Depending on the energy 

spectrum of the incoming radiation the diffracted beam will contain A and 

the higher order harmonics ),/2, )./3 ••• etc. The presence of higher order 

haIllonics significantly affects absorption measurements. Of the t\l.'O 

channel cut cryst81s available, viz. Si 220 and Si Ill, the latter was 

preferred as its second oroer harmonic is forbidden and therefore 
o 0 

measurements taken at 3 A were not contaminated by 1 A radiation: Cl 

wavelength that is near to >.c for the SRS. For higher energies (It-edges 

of Hf) it would be nore beneficial to use a Si 220 crystal. If higher 

harr:onics are a problE!lI, the pressure in the ionization chanbers could be 

reduceO so as to obsorb less of the second harmonic. This sacrifices some 

of the fundamental intensity, but at these energies such a loss is 

tolerable. 

By- late 1982, the Si 220 double crystal nonochromator (Donse et al., 

1976 and Hart and a:>driguez, 1978) had been fully cOnlllissioned. 'Itlis had 

the advantage over a single-cut monolith in that by detuning the one 

crystal with respect to the other it was possible to reduce the harmonic 

content of the exiting beam. '!be degree of hanoonic rejection depended on 

the X-ray energy. For Ti (K-edge I: 4966 eV) the harmonic rejection needed 

to be hiyh, - 55%. For Ht, (LI edge = 11270 eV) this could be lowered to 

- 10%. 

For the case of Zr (K-edge = 17998 eV) the rocking curve of the 

crystal is very narrow and consequently the instrument becanes sensitiv(' 

to viorations fronl the surroundings, e.g. vacuwn~. '1llis coupled with 

the effect of crystal heating in the presence of the white beam, which 

al t~l"S the d-spacing, made the instrument's performance very poor at hard 

wavelengths. It was for this reason that measurements on the Zr edge were 
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taken elsewhere. 

2. Tne post exit slit consistec:i of two lead blocks incollQrc;tecJ into a 

clockwork mechanism that enabled each block to be moved vertically with 

respect to each other. This arrangement could then be used to select only 

the monochrOlllBtic beam and tailor it accordingly to match the sample size 

and shape. Fig. 2.6a. shows the diffraction profile intnediately after tile 

nonochromator, where the intense beam correspon6s to the straight-through 

or primary beam. Fig. 2.6b. is the same diffraction profile but taken 

after the post exit slit, showing how all tbe other reflections, apart 

fronl the desired Ilonoclirorretic beam, have been eliminated. 

3. Due to the high intensity of synchrotron radiation, ionization 

chanbers were used for the detector system. The ion charrbers absorb an 

aroount of radiation which is proportional to the X-ray energy. Therefore, 

the total G:bsorption at the first ion chant>er should be sufficient to 

obtain a good signal to noise ratio, but should not be so much as to 

prevent enough flux reachill9 the sample anCi second ion charrber. 

4. All room tenperature measurements were performed in air at atmospheric 

pressure. Iow temperature measurements (77 1<) were taken at SSRL 

(Stanford) for the Zr02-containing system. Sanples were wral-\leO in 

• aluminium foil' to produce a good thermal contact and housf.:O in a "cold 

finger" cryostat. This technique was also attempted at the SRS for 

Ti02-containing glasses. unfortunately, the presence of the rnilar windows 

awreciably attenuated the X-ray intensity in tile secono ion chant>er and 

made D(AFS measurements impractiCCtl. 



a) 

b) 

Fig.2.6 Polaroid photographs showing the synchrotron beam profile: 

a) immediately after the monochromator and: 

b) after the post exit slit. 
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5. Data a~uisition and instrument control were achieved via a pop 11 

mini-computer. The current from the ionh.;ation chambers was passed 

through amplifiers operating at typjeolly 109 gain. '!be output voltag€:S 

were then directed througL c; voltage to frequency converter (v-f) and 

registered by a scaler, operating at a tine gate specified by the output 

signal. At zero voltage thE: v-f converters produce Cl ruin inlUr. I frequency 

which must be offset froo the data tak€:l1 to obtaill the true absorption. 

The nonochromator po~ition was controlled by neans of Cl steI;ping 

IOOtor ilnd the degree: of increment pre-set before the experir.lE'nt. This 

enabled the user to select different energy resolution requirements for 

IJarticular r~ions of the spectrum. For eXaIrq,)le, near the edge, the 

IlIonochromator would be set for energy intervals of 1 eV whilst at the high 

energy side this would be increclseC to say, 5 eV. 

The table height was also adjusted so as to keep the saIT{>le area 

exIX>sed to the beam constant. The table height h is 9iven by, 

h = 2D cose 

where D is the inter cyrstal spacing and e the crystal angle from the 

horizontal. 

2.3.6. IbDDalization 

A typical X-ray absorption spectrum is shown in Fig. 2.7. for the 

L-edges of Hf in Hf02' taken using the double crystal nonochromator (lOt 

harn¥>nic rejection) with the electron beam of the synchrotron operating at 

170 irA at 2G eVe Data collectiOlI tiI;~ for the whole spectrwlI was around 1 

hr and allowance was made for the decay of the beam within this period. 

Preliminary data reduction has been performed on this spectrum in order to 

resoove background effects from the measuring system, such as absorption of 
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the air or He. To 00 this, ionization chanber signals are measured over 

the same rang£:' of photon ellergy with no sample present. This 

oon:lCilizatioll spectrum is then subtracted from the sample spectrum to give 

a true IllE.!asure of 1.1 t. 



a.apter 3 

3.1. IJmlEY (F EXAFS 

'!he: X-ray absorption spectrum of a material is characterizecl by a 

series of abrupt rises in absorption due to the excitation of core 

electrons. For photon energies sufficient to eject such an electron fron 

the confines of its parent atom, the armihilated photon energy hw (w is 

the frequency of the incident X-ray photon) is given up as kinetic energy 

to the photoelectron, i.e. 

(3.1.) 

where Et> is the biooing energy of the core electron. 

For nearly all materials, on the high energy side of the edge, the 

absorption is characterized by oscillations that extend for several 

hundred eV - so-called IY.AFS - (Fig. 3.1.). In order to understand this 

phenomenon, eqn. 3.2. gives the probability of X-ray absorption under the 

dipole approximation, 

(3.2.) 

where ~tfi is thE' matrix elsllent <f 1£ • .rl i>, £ being the electric field 

polariZation vector and p(Ef) is the density of states at the final state 

energy, Et. For energies well above the edge P (Et) is awroximated by a 

free electron density of states of energy 
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(3.3.) 

Under these assumptions the oscillations must arise from variations 

in the matrix elanents. As the initial state has 1 = 0, the variations 

are inherent in If> (necessarily of "p-type" character). as a function of w 

It is interesting to note, that the original theory of EXAFS (Kronig, 

1931) held that the oscillations were due to a fluctuating density of 

states between allowed and forbidden energy bands. This theory became 

known as the long range order (LRO) approach as it is essentially couched 

in a oond structure formulism. 

Now, for the cases of condensed matter and some gases, the form of 

If> will take on two contributions: an outgoing wave from the central atom 

and a back-scattered contribution from the surrounding atoIt's. If these 

two waves interfere constructively, it will give rise to a peak in the 

EXAFS, if they interfere destructively a trough will appear. Furthe~re, 

due to the highly localized nature of the initial I-s state the overlap of 

matrix elements occurs at approximately r = O. 

For the particular case of point scattering, these assumptions were 

used by sayers et al. (1970) to fornulate the first successful EXAFS 

theory. '!his has since been revamped and generalized by Lee and Pendry 

(1975) to the case of amorphous systems. Under successive approximations 

concerning the curvature of the wave in the asymptotic plane wave limit 

(AFW) the EXAFS function may be written as 

N. 
X(k) = ~ ~ IfJ.(~) Isin(2kr. 

J kr. J 
J 

X exp( -2cr;2)exp(-2r .y) 
J J 

(3.4.) 
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where the summation is over j shells at distances rj from the central 

atom, containing Nj identical atoms. fj ('11') is the back scattering 

amplitude of the jth shell. The phase term 26, results from a 

contribution of 61 in the waves outward and inward trips as it experiences 

the excited atom's potential. 1/Ij is the phase of the back-scattering 

factor fj('II') , defined as 

(3.5.) 

and does not appear explicitly in the original theory of Sayers et al. 

The two exponential terms are: (i) a Debye-Waller factor with O'~ being 
J 

the mean square relative displacement of absorber and scatterer (Schmidt, 

1963) and (ii) a factor which reflects the attenuation of the outgoing 

wave due to elastic scattering into an incoherent state. y-l is the 

inelastic mean free path of the electron. Sayers et al. included this 

term as an empirical damping factor but in the subsequent theory, this 

damping is expressed as an imaginary part t to the I;t1oto-electron energy E 

such that 

(3.6.) 

'!hus, it is possible to equate t/(2E)1/2 to Y in eqn. 3.4. 

F.qn. 3.4. has been formulated using atanic units (e = m = fl = 1) 

such that the unit of energy is now the Hartree (1 Hart = 27.20 eV) and 

the unit of distance is the Bohr radius (1 c = 0.529177 R). 

Within the EXAFS function lies a whole wealth of information about 
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the local environment of particular atoms. In oroer to evaluate these 

highly desirable parameters there are three routes which may be followed, 

these are: (1) a real space fornlalism to produce a rauiill distribution 

function by means of a Fourier transfornl; (2) least squares fjttinc.; of 

eqn. 3.4. using theoretically determined scattering data; and (3) a 

combination of (1) and (2) in which individual peaks in the FT are 

transformed back into k-space ana parameterizeCl expressions for the phase 

and amplitude functions, for th,tt shell, are determined by con-parison with 

suitable r.K>del COmIX>lmOS 

3.2.1. Isolation of the GW'S 

From Section 3.1. it was shown that the true absorption l-l(k) above 

the edge may be thought of as modifications of the monotonical1y 

aecreasing absorption of an isolated atom l-la (k), due to the interference 

effect, that is 

lJ(k) = lJa (k) [1 + x(k) ] + llv(k) (3.7) 

where lJv(k) represents absorption due to events other than K-she11 

excitation. 'Ibis may be awroximated by a Victoreen (1962) (eqn. 3.8.) 

IX>lynootial. lJa(k) is modelled by a further polynomial passing through the 

EXAFS and defines the zero of the fine structure. 

lJ (k) = AA3 + BA4 v (3.8.) 

'lhe fitting range for eqn. 3.8. was typically taken from about -150 to -30 

eV below the edge and extral~lated to higher energies. For the polynontia1 

above the edge, the range was - 35 eV to the end of the data. 'Ibis 

procedure is srown in Fig. 3.1. Using eqn. 3.7. we may now define the 
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EXAFS function as 

_ lJ ek) - tJa ek) - l!v (k) 
xCk) - lJ (k) a . 

(3.9.) 

The background subtraction and normalization procedure results in X (k) 

being the fractional challCJe in absorption and is independent of specimen 

thickness. 

3.2.2. Fourier Transfom 

The Fourier transform (FT) of egn. 3.4. will, in the absence of any 

phase shift, result in a series of caussians - see eqn. 3.10. - that peak 

at thE: bond distance r = rj, the amplitude of ..... hich is a measure of Njlrj2 

attenuated by the degree of disorder a~ , whether dynamic (tr.ermal) or 
J 

static (glassy). '!be width and shape of the peak results from a 

convolution of the distribution function with an amplitude function 

containing the back scattering and mean free path terms. The FT is 

broadened further by the necessity to restrict the data due to 

inadequacies in the theory for low energy data and disorder effects at 

high energies. The choice of the window function is not unique. There 

are typically three main forms used: the square window, the Gaussian 

window and the Banning window. The latter two are mere commonly used as 

these suppress the side lobes produced by the convolution of a square 

window, rr~king interpretation easier. For the purposes of this work, the 

P.anning fWlction was preferred (see Section 4.2.). Varying the limits of 

the window will also affkt the height and position of the peaks. (This 

underlines the imFOrtance of keeping the range of data constant when 

comparing FT's). 

The decay of the EXM'S amplitude is an additional prcblan as daml~ 

sine waves have extra sidebands that will further broaden the peaks. Tb 
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sharpen the FT an attempt is usually made to compensate for this 

attenuation by weighting the experimental spectrum by a factor of kn, so 

biasing the high energy region. '!he weighting parameter n is usually 

chosen as 

3 for 1st and 2nd rows of the periodic t~le 

2 for row 3 

and 1 for rows> 3. 

Therefore tile FT that is actually taken is 

FCr) = _1_ J W(k) k~(k) e2ikrdk 
v'2TI 7 
1 N. (r - r.)-

= "2" ~ + exp / 
J rjoj 0j 

(3.10) 

For the case of a non-zero phase shift, Sayers et al. (1972) showed 

that if the total phase parameter a j (k) can be e}<press('(l thus: 

(3.11.) 

a form first used by Mott (1963), then structural features will be shifted 

in real space by an arrount ~2. 

'thus, it is now possible to extract structural information from 

unkown compounds by a direct comparison of the quasi-ROF's for each 

material with a known or model compound. From the latter it is possible 

to determine the bond-distances in the unknown by evaluating the parameter 

a. Relative measures of Nj and 03 are also F()ssible in systems where 

there is additional structural information through terrperature dependent 

EXAFS neasurerrents 
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Hayes (l978) has presented a formalism for interpretation of EXAFS 

data in real space, beneficial in its application to disordered systems. 

X{k) is separatro ill to two terms containing: Cl) structurc..l infom.ation 

couched in p(r); and (2) the complicated energy dependent terms within the 

parameter Q(k). 'Ihus for an absorber CL and scatterer 8. 

(3.12.) 

wbere 

(3.13. ) 

P ae is the RDF of atomic species a relative to atoms of type CL • 

Comparison of eqn. 3.12. with eqn. 3.4. srows that taCk, -k) = fen) and 1.1 

= 'Y. 

Using the convolution theoren eqn 3.12. can be written as 

(3.14.) 

where ~ae(r-r') is the FT of W(k)knO(k' ,r) 

From eqn 3.14. it is easy to see why EXAFS has a distinct advantage 

over diffraction techniques (eqn. 1.7.) for which the spectra contain all 

ato~atom corre16tions. In EXAFS, the local environment about one 

particular a is sampled and thus for multi-component systems partial 

quasi-RDF's are readily available. 

As was rnentionoo earlier, to obtain structural information, direct 

comparison ~1ith model compounds is essential. Such a procedure is known 

as the principle of chemical transferability. For the case of disordered 

systems the justification for invoking such a principle is not readily 
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awarent as the pair distribution function in these cases may possess 

asymmetries which will invalidate such a transfer - see Brown and 

Eisenberger (1979). 

Although the FT technique possesses many limitations, its use as a 

first step in any further curve fitting analysis is invaluable as it gives 

a real space picture of a system, on the basis of whic~ provisional models 

may be postulated. The next section will now concern itself with these 

IOOre accurate techniques. 

3.2.3. QJrve Fitting 

'Itle estimation of structural parameters from the FT suffers from the 

artefacts inherent in the mathen~tical interpretation. As will be shown, 

the particular choice of model compounds in one study (Chapter 4), the 

overlapping of coordination shells makes interpretation from comparison of 

FTs difficult. Moreover, for disordered systems in general, the range of 

data in k-space is of lirni ted extent which significantly affects the 

height and shape of the peaks in the Fr _ further decreasing the resolution. 

However, curve fitting teclmiques offer a considerable increase in 

resolution in the determination of structural parameters although 

corrpltational requirements are greatly enlarged. The methodology is 

s~le: an initial guess is made (usually from an examination of the FT) 

from which the corresponding theoretical equation given in egn. 3.4. is 

calculated and corrpared with the experimental EXAFS. This initial guess is 

then refined to make a further estimation; and so it carries on, in an 

iterative procedure, until a minimum in the sum of the squares is reached. 

The exact procedure is discussed in rore detail in Appendix A. 

A pns-r€<jUisite of the curve fitting algorithm is the kno\oJledge of 

the phase and amplitude functions. There are two different methods used 

to obtain this infoIT.1ation: either ab initio calculations are perforned; 
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or the functions are awroximated by a comparison \'dth suitable model 

canpounds. 

3.2.4. Calculation of ADplitude and Phase FUnctions 

Theoretical calculations of the phase shift commence with an 

assUI'itption of the potential experienced by the photoelectron. 'nlis can be 

thought of as being due to the nucleus, other electrons and exchange 

correlations. To evaluate the phase shift °1 , it is necessary to compare 

the solutions of the Schrodinger equation, in the presence of tllis 

potential, with those derived in its absence. ~e and Pendry (1975) 

calculated the matrix element using core wavefunctions after Herman and 

Skillman (1963). Here the potential is described in a 'muffin-tin' type 

scheme: a spherica11y synnletric potential up to a distance rt-l.T' typically 

half the distance between absorber and scatterer and constant for r ~ 

r)1. T, and treating the central atom as neutral. 'Ibis latter ass~ion 

was noted by Lee and Pendry to be a limi.ti.ng factor in their theory (Vide 

infrdJ • 

From the central atom phase shifts ,\, the back-scattering amplitude 

and phase may be calculated thus 

(3.15.) 

and 

l/J(k) = arg[f('IT) ] (3.16) 

In order to circumvent the complicated process of the calculation of 

phase and cmplitude functions for each material, Tee and Lee (1979), on 

the basis of an electron scattering tha:>ry formulated by Lee and Beni 

N.B. 09,:: 01 in eqn. 3.15. and has been changed for reasons of clarity. 
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(1977) have tabulated this data for a cross-section of elements: 6~Z~82. 

Their results were calculated for a range of photoelectron wavevector 4 < 

k ~ 15 A-I. In the theory several assllltptions were made: the curvature of 

the wave was neglected and treated in the MW limit; relaxation effects of 

the atom were approximated by using an unscreened Z + 1 wavefunction, ( for 

a consistent IOOdel low manentum electrons would experience a potential 

described by a screened Z + 1 ion whilst for high k electrons and 

unscreened Z (fully relaxed) potential would be more appropriate); and the 

atomic potentials were treated by overlapping muffin-tins. Lee and Beni 

point out that many of these approximations may be canpensated for by 

varying Eo in eqn. 3.3. 

It must be noted that the Plase shifts are only uniquely defined 

once the energy threshold has been fixed. Varying Eo by AEo will alter 

the px>toelectron manentl.III by 

( 
2 2lillO) i 

k ' ::;: k - '7'":'0! (3.17.) 

The corresponding phase shift modification will then be 

a(k') ::;: a(k) - 2(k' - k)r 

11 a(k) + 2rAE017.62 k (3.18.) 

This shows that Plase shifts are more sensitive to a change in Eo at low k 

rather than at high k. 

The above description has been shown by Pettifer (1977) to be 

seriously in error for heavy scatterers, below 200 eVe Thus it is 

essential to use the full theory (curved-wave) of Lee and Pendry at low 

energies. 
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So far in this theory only single scattering has been discussed. Due 

to the similari ty between the EXAFS process and low energy electron 

diffraction (Pendry, 1973) it is expected that at low photoelectron 

energies, multiple scattering effects will contribute to the fine 

structure. Furthecnore, the strong forward scattering component becomes 

important when one atom s12dows an outerlying atom in another shell. Lee 

and Pendry do discuss mUltiple scattering effects although they are 

COIt'IlXltationally difficult to eValuate. O1e alternative method used by 

Ashley and Doniach (1975) introduces, on an ad hoc basis, a parameter Wj 

wluch partially accommodates multiple scattering into a single scattering 

scheme. Wj is described as a shell penetration factor to account for the 

electron flux that is scattered when passing through a shell j. 

3.2.5. Approximations of the Phase arxJ AIIplitude FUnctions 

EXjn. 3.4. rey be expressed simply as a sinusoidal term nOOulate<l by 

an envelope function thus:-

(3.19.) 

where, as a matter of convention <l>j is defined as 

4>.(k) = (l.(k) - 1T 
J J 

(3.20.) 

and 

N. 2 2 
AJ.Ck) = -t If·(1T)lexp(-2cr.k )exp(-yr.) 

r. J J J 
(3.21.) 

J 

In this scheme, structural parameters are deduced by approximating 

Aj (k) and <l>j(k) by some parameterized expression and using these in 
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the least squares fitting of the experimental data. They are calculated 

with reference to a rodel compound and the approximations are then 

transferred to an unknown, but chemically similar, system. The 

justification for utilizing the concept of chemical transferability is 

based on the premise that, to a good approximation, the form of the phase 

and amplitude function is governed by the core electr9n densities of the 

absorber and scatterers and is not affected by the valence electrons which 

ultimately determine the chemistry. Citrin et al. (1976) der.onstrated the 

validity of the concept of chemical transferability for a wmle range of 

materials. 

In this \lK)rk, rather than expressing all the amplitude factors in the 

function A(k), they are explicitly expressed in the theoretical equation 

and only the back-scattering function is approximated. As a result it is 

2 
not fX)ssible to extract the value of O'j per se but rather a relative 

measure of ll0'3 is calculated with respect to the Irodel co~und. '1\.10 

fo~ for f(k) l~ve been used in the past; firstly it can be expressed by 

means of a Lorentzian function, 

f(k) B 
=----~ 

C + (k - D)2 
(3.22. ) 

a form found by Teo et al. (1977) to be awlicable for atoms with Z .{ 36. 

However, for light atoms Cramer and Hodgson (1977) preferred the more 

rapidly decreasing form:-

(3.23. ) 

where the llkc factor models the electron back-scattering from such atoms, , 

whilst the exponential term parallels the DebYH'laller factor. 

Tne most general form for the phase shift has been offered by Citrin 
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et al., namely, 

(3.24. ) 

For the p,lrposes of this work, the wajority of the ~ contribution is 

due to oxygen scattering. In this case eqn. 3.23. is nore awlicab1e and 

Fig. 3.2. compares the theoretical data of Teo and Lee (1979) with the 

parameterized amplitude function, as can be seen the fit is well matched. 

Similarly, it is possible to test the quadratic form of eqn. 3.24. with 

the corresponding data for the central atom phase shift (Zr) and the 

scatterer phase (0), together with the corrbined phase, 26 1 + Iji. 'file 

result is shown in Fig. 3.3. and the results for thE:! floc:tE-ci parill:l~ters 

are given in T-able Ill. 

ao 11.892 

al -1.698 

a2 0.044 

Co 0.12 

Cl 0.026 

C2 1.97 

TABLE IH 

Calculated coefficients for the parameterized arr.plitude 
(Oxygen) and phase (Zr-O) functions using theoretical data 

obtained by 'l'eo and Lee (1979) 
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Finally it should be noted that one serious limitation of using eqn. 

3.21. is that no explicit account is taken of the mean path free term or 

of many body effects. In general these terms are a function of k but for 

the FUrposes of this work, they will be assl.mled to be constant and as such 

may be included via CO. Furthermore, the accuracy of structural 

information is clearly dependent on the validity of ~e initial premise 

(chemical transferability) and the approximations of the phase and 

amplitude functions. These effects will be discussed where relevant. 

3.2.6. CUrve Fitting by Fourier Filtering 

In the studies that follow, two techniques proved to be beneficial. 

As a preliminary structural investigation the Pl,' of the EXAFS was taken 

and the data obtained from that used as an initial guess for bond 

distances in the curve-fitting routines. Ab initio calculations were 

atter:tFted although this was abandoned in favour of less tine-consuming 

procedures. 

The most re'larding technique proved to be the method of Fourier 

filtering. Here, the EXAFS from one particular shell in the FT is 

extracted from the rest by back-transforming the r-space data into 

k-space. This requires the added complication of another FT over a 

restricted data range and so particular care must be taken in the choice 

of window functions. 



Clapter 4 

fXAPS S'lU)IES rR mE K-IDGE rR Zr IN ~LlMFr-SILlCA GIM)SES 

4.1. nmon::.rlaf 

The results presented in this chapter are for the glass compositions 

listed in Table IV. Table V gives the thermal treatments. Together with 

these results, infrared data will also be sro'tlI1. Tbese were obtained 

using a Perkin Elmer 983 spectrorneter in the transmission QOde and data 

acquisition was achieved by means of a PE 3600 data station. Infra red 

specimens were prepared by a standard technique of pressing thin discs of 

the powdered glass with dry KBr, a material which is knmm to be 

transparent in the 'tlavelength range of interest. 

The glasses were chosen in order to obtain structural inforn~tion on 

the atomic arrangement around Zr under cOIDJ;X>sitional variation. From 

experience with simple binary silicates, these r.ay be induced by the 

change in concentration or by the isostructural substitution of the alkali 

cation, e.g. Li for Na. Furthermore, structural changes may also occur 

on heat treabnent of the speciIaen below the glass transition temperature. 
\ . 

To IOOnitor this effect, the rapidly quenched counterpart of sample ZrA was 

also measured. 

As shall be sho\ffi, qualitative information on the structure nay be 

obtained by IT teclmiques in conjunction with a knO'lII1 IOOdel compound, 

chosen in this study to be ZrSi04. However, to obtain a higher degree of 

accuracy, the study was extended to a curve fitting analysis using the 

same roodel coq:ound. 

en the basis of the structural theory presented, infrared data \O/ill 

be reappraised and a short study of the L-edges of Hf, known to act in a 
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cherrdcally similar way to Zr, in the same soda-lime-silica base glass will 

be presented to support the overall model. 

sample Zr02 Cao Si02 Na20 Li20 K20 

ZrA 8.9 6.3 68.5 16.3 0 0 
ZrB 8.9 6.3 68.5 0 16.3 0 
ZrC 8.9 6.3 68.5 0 0 16.3 
ZrD 8.9 6.1 63.6 21.4 0 0 
ZrE 8.9 6.5 73.0 11.6 0 0 

TAELE IV 

Compositions of Zr02-containing glasses studied by EXAFS 
(Values are in mole %) 

Sample 

ZrA 
ZrB 
zrC 
ZrD 
ZrE 
ZrA2 

Sintering l·1elting Annealing Annealing 
Temp (OC) Temp (OC) Temp (OC) Time (hrs) 

750 1550 680 2 
750 1450 680 2 
750 1650 680 2 
750 1500 638 2 
750 1640 735 2 - 1550 

TABLE V 

'Ihermal history of glasses given in Table IV 
(Sample A2 corres{:Onds to the quenched form of A) 
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4.2. mE IOlEL <XJ1PaH): ZrSiO. 

4.2.1. Fourier Transform 
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As a IOOdel COITp>und for the conparison of Zr02-containing glasses, 

ZrSi04 was chosen. The radial distances about a Zr atom are given in 

Table VI after Wyckoff (1927) and Krstanovic (1958). '!he oxygen first 

shell coordination, of particular interest in the study of oxide glasses, 

consists of two zirconium-oxygen tetrahedra as shown in Fig. 4.1. The 

disposition is similar to that found by Teufer (1962) in tetragonal Zr02. 

The specimen was prepared in the way described in section 2.1. as a thin 

film of the powdered material. 

'!be magnitude of the FT of the ~ for zircon (Fig. 4.8.) is shown 

in Fig. 4.2. The transformation was performed over a range in energy 

space of 40-720 eV with a Hanning window function of the form: 

1 ! (1 - cos(k - kmn)'IT/2a) for k s kmn + a 

W(k) = 1 ! (1 - cos(~ - k)'IT/2a) for k ~ k + a max 

1 for ~ - a > k > kmn + a 

o elsewhere 

where a -= ye k, Y being the fraction of the data range which is snoothed; 

ok a kmax - kmin r Y -= 0.1. 

As can be seen the FT sOOws 4 distinct peaks which all exhibit some 

kind of distortion from the Gaussian form predicted by eqn. 3.10. r due to 

the inability of the technique to resolve scatterer distances that are 

close to each other and scattering from atoms of different species at the 

same distance. Both effects are present in ZrSi04. The characteristic 
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SHELL tutBER DISTAOCE 'lYPE 

la 4 2.13 OXygen 
1b 4 2.27 Oxygen 
2 2 2.99 Silicon 
3a 4 3.63 Silicon 
3b 4 3.63 Zirconium 
4b 8 4.05 Oxygen 
4b 4 4.24 Oxygen 
4c 8 4.36 Oxygen 
4a 4 4.54 OXygen 
5 4 4.67 Silicon 
6 8 4.9 Oxygen 
7 8 5.55 Zirconium 
8a 4 5.57 Zirconium 
Bb 4 5.57 Silicon 
9 2 5.98 Zirconium 

TABLE VI 

Radial Distances about a Zr atom in ZrSi04 
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o 
shoulder at 1.98 A is indicative of a split shell. As Fig. 4.3. sl~ws, 

peak 1 may be schematically represented by the Slml of two Gaussians of 

differing width. '!be FT is shown without any phase correction aj. 

Assuming the crystal structure values to be correct this gives a value for 

a/2 of 0.42 R (see eqn. 3.11.). 

4.2.2. Olrve Fitting of the Experimental Spectrum 

Clearly the accuracy of this method is unacceptable. '!bus, as a 

first approach to least squares fitting, the tabulated values for the 

phase and amplitude function of Tea and Lee as expressed by eqns. 3.23. 

and 3.24. respectively, were used through a refinement of Eo, as the 

effects of electronic configuration and charge can be corapensated by 

varying the threshold energy. The mean square relative displacanent cr~ was 

also allowed to vary. The result of this was not wholly conclusive and it 

was considered necessary to ado~t a Fourier filtering technique. 

4.2.3. CUrve Fitting by FOurier Filtering 

Of particular inp>rtance in the study of disordered systems is the 

contribution to the D<AFS from the first shell only. To calculate the 

phase and an~litude parameters for oxygen scattering in zircon, the EXAFS 

for the first shell was filtered from the total scattering contribution by 

back-transforming the restricted FT. This was achieved by "roasking-off" 

the first peak in r-space, between 1 and 2.3 R. This procedure is shown 

in Fig. 4.4a. with the resultant oxygen EXAFS plotted in Fig. 4.4b by the 

solid line. The EXAFS shows a distinctive kink at 10.5 ~-l which can be 

attributed to a split oXYCJen distance: Martens et al. (1977) showed that 

for a material possessing a s!Jlit f~rst shell the follo"iing equatiolls nily 

be derived. 
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x = ~(k)sin(Zkrl + ~(k)) + A2(k)sin(ZkrZ + ~(k)) 

= Al(k)[(C + 1)sin(2kr + ~)coskAr + 

(C - 1)cos(2kr + ~)sirik6R)J 

= Asin(2kr + ~(k)) 
where 

(Cl.) 

-1 
~ = ~ - tan {(I - C)tan(k/~r)/l + C} 

and 

(4.2.) 

where 

Eqn. 4.1. predicts that the amplitude function has an oscillatory nature 

of period k = TT/Ur. Fig. 4.Sa. shows the anplitude flUlction ior zircon 

\veighteci by k3 • '!he minirall.l at k = 10.5 ~-l agrees well with the split 

oistance !se = 0 .15 ~ .• 

Usir.g tbe paramaterizeci expressiom, ior tbe amplituu(: and Pfl<:;sL 

functions described earlier, a least squaru; r~finena::1It procedure \-,'as 

perfon.le<l. To compensate for arr.plituue attenuation, the EXAFS spectn.r,l 
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was weighted by k3• Results showed that the parameters defined in eqns. 

3.23. and 3.24. were dependent on the range of fitting and also on the 

degree of weighting and as such bear no real physical significance. 

However, this does underline the neccessity for keeping the fitting range 

constant in corrparative techniques. Table VII gives a list of these 

parameters and the least squares fit is shown in Fig •. 4.4b. by the dashed 

-.line. 

ao 3.759 

al -1.434 

a2 0.0314 

CO 0.65 

Cl 10.13 x 10-3 

c2 0.99 

TABLE VII 

Phase (an) and amplitude (cn) parameters for the first shell 

contribution to the EXAFS of ZrSi04. Fitting range was from 
o 

4 to 13.5 A-I with a k3 weighting. 

In the refineuent of these parameters it has been asst..Une<:1 that the 

value of 0
2 is the same for both oxygen distances. In a recent pa~r by 
j 

Horinaga et al. (1983) the degree of ordering of the Zr-O bond WCJ~ shown 

to be greater in the shorter oxygen bond as the degree of covalency 

increases due to an increasing overlap of wavefunctions. Because of this 
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ar.i>iguity in the value of ai ' coupled with high correlation between it 

and the floated parameter C]" the best that can be achieved will be 

relative measures of the mean square relative displacement. 

In order to alleviate the problem of termination effects and errors 

that are generated on back transformation (these are particularly 

prevalent at the extreme of the k-space data), conside~able effort was put 

into the refinement of phase and amplitude parameters directly in energy 

space. Unfortunately, due to the nature of the model compound, the beat 

at 10.5 A-I could not be adequately matched as noise in the original 

spectrum tended to obscure this contribution, .especially when weighted by 

k3 • However using the parameters listed in Table VII, a least squares fit 

is shown in Fig. 4.6. for the experimental spectrum, together with a plot 

of the FT of the residuals (inset of Fig. 4.6.), showing that the m.-ygen 

contribution has been properly matched. Furthemore, poor background 

subtraction may distort the EXAFS away from the true oscillatory 

base-line. To compensate for this a polynomial of the form:-

peEl = aE + BE2 + yE2 (4.3.) 

was used to manoeuvre the actual position of this base-line. 

4.2.4. CUrve fitting the wOOle spectrum 

Q'lce the contribution to the first shell has been successfully 

matched, it is theoretically feasible to proceed in the same manner and 

fit all the shells that arise in the FT by a Fourier-filtering technique. 

For ZrSi04' this is not possible as next nearest neighbours are poorly 

resolved in real space. However, from the preceeding 5E::(,;tion it. was found 

that oxygen scattering could be adequately fitted using, as initial 

guesses, data obtained from the least squares refinement described in 
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Section 4.2.3. Thus by fixing the first shell parameters, the whole 

spectrum was fitted using coordination and radial distance data from Table 
2 

VI and allowing the phase and 0j parameters to vary. The amplitude 

functions were, for the case of silicon scattering, parameterized by a 

similar expression as for that of oxygen, but for zirconium (Z = 40) 
o 

scattering, tile amplitude peaks strongly at - 9 A and cannot be adequately 

matched by either an exponential or Lorentzian amplitude function. Thus 

in this case, the Teo and Lee data was smoothed by a cubic spl ine 

approximation (Fig. 4.7.). The initial guesses for the pl~se coefficients 

for Zr-Si Qnu Zr-Zr scattering were cl~sen to be the values obtained by a 

lE:!ast squares refine::ent to the data of Tea and Lee. The resultant fit is 

ShoVill in Fig. 4.8., .tor 8 shells. A rez.sonable fit could only be obtained 

with an "error-exit" iror;l the miniIui~ation algoritbrn, such that a local 

minir,IUlIl coula not be found to satisfy the fitting conditions. This was 

2 
cdscernible in th~ tinal values for the phase and 0j values, ""hich were 

adjUdged to be unreasonable, presumably due to the hiSh correlation 

bebJeen neighbouring shells. 

4.3. zrO:z-<nlmINTh'G aMiSES 

4.3.l. ma\FS 

Fig. 4.9 presents the EXAFS spectra for a series of glasses given in 

Table IV. The measurements were perforned at 77 K with an edge energy set 

at 17998 eV. As such, the absorption data display very little contrast 

and it is impractical to draw any conclusions between the individual 

spectra. However, when conpared with a crystalline compound, it is 

possible to infer that the naterials are hiShly disordered due to the fact 

tilat very little second shell contribution can be detected. 7his ~uuld be 

manifested by changes in tl1e periodicity of the oscillations, a trait 
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which is very apparent in the EXAFS of ZrSi04. FurthernlOre, the range of 

the fine structure extenCs 'to only a fraction of the aato range for the 

crystal. Any sE;.'Cono sh£:l1 contribution thc..t may persist will be Que to 

Zr-Si scattering on the basis that the Zr4+ ions are distri~uted uni1orr,uy 

throughout the volume: that is there is no phase sel:JC1ration, borne out by 

the electron microscopy and X-ray scattering studies discussed in Chapter 

2. Furtherzrore, the lack of Zr-O-Zr infriired nloties confirms this 

postulate. 

4.3.2. Infrared Data 

The infrared spectra for the Zr02-containing glasses are shown in 

Fig. 4.10. for varying Na20 content. Fi<j. 4.11. presents the infrared 

data for the crystalline coq:oWlds Si02, ZrSi04 and Zr02. A full accoWlt 

of the assignation of the bands for each sample can be found .in works by 

Wong and Angell (1976), for Si02; Phillipi and Mazdiyansi (1971) for Zr02; 

and Farmer (1974) for zircon. The infrared band at 740 cm-I in zronoclinic 

zirconia is indicative of Zr-O-Zr bending vibrations and is not observed 

in any of the glasses. 

For ZrSi04 (zirconilDl\ orthosilicate) the banCls in the range 1000 -

600 an-I are due to the vibrational modes of [Si04]4- tetrahedra in 

isolation, whilst at low frequencies, the bands are due to deformation of 

the O-Si-Q bond angles which, in the presence of the large Zr ion, are 

necessary to avoid changes in Si-O bond lengths. Due to the range of the 

KBr pellet technique there is no information below 300 an-l , however it is 

reported (Farmer, 1974) that there is no significant translatory 

displacanent of the heavy Zr4+ ions within this range. 'It.erefore the 

glassy spectra presented in Fig. 4.10. can only be discussed in relation 

to IOOdifications of the vitreous silica spectrurn due to depolymerization 

of that net\toOrk by the addition of particular oxides (see for instance, 
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Hannu and Su, 1964). The band at 1100 cm-I, due to Si-o stretching, is 

shifted to lower frequencies (decreasing force constant) as the alkali 

content is increased, due to the formation of non-bridging oxygens (Nro). 

'Ibis effect also manifests itself in the broadening and shifting to lower 

frequencies of the band at 780 an-I which is assigned to Si-O-Si 

stretching vibrations. The band at 480 cm-I awers to be insensitive to 

modifier content. 

4.4. »W.YSIS CP ~ J::\I\'m 

4.4.1. Fourier TransfoIIn 

'!he magnitude of the FT's for some of the glassy specimens shown in 

Fig. 4.9. are presented in Fig. 4.12. The dominant scattering 

contribution is confirmed to be that of oxygen. Given that the magnitu~e 

of the first peak is related to the eRN, mean square relative displacement 

a 7, and bond length, the relative differences in these parameters way be 
J 
calculated using eqn. 4.2. 

The quantity o~ can be considered to be made up of two contpOnents: 

one due to thermal disorder; the other due to glassy disorder. This can 

be expressed as:-

2 2 2 a. = 0. T + 0. S 
J J, J, 

(4.4.) 

For two glasses, say 1 and 2, that possess the same fictive 

terrperature, ~O~l (eqn. 4.5.) will be just the difference in the static 

disorder, i.e. 

(4.5.) 
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Thus a plot of In(Al/A2) should be a straight line, the gradient of which 

will be 2l1a~1. If the rnN and bond-length are unchanged the intercept 

will be zero. Fig. 4.13. compares the ratio of the first shell amplitudes 

for samples ZrA and ZrC and samples ZrA and ZrB. Fig. 4.14 presents a 

similar plot for the case of varying Na20 content, although the annealing 

temperatures were different and as a result may effect the analysis. 

Extrapolating back to k2 = 0, gives a value of approximately zero. Error 

bars were calculated on a statistical basis and are weighted by k3• For 

clarity only a few points are shown. 

Unfortunately it was not possible to compare crystalline and glassy 

compounds in a similar manner because of the split oxygen distance present 

in the former. As shall be seen later, the same rule applies for the 

canpar ison of quenched and armealed specimens. 

The most striking difference between the Fr's appears in the 

canparison of the annealed and quenched samples - Fig. 4.15. It is 

believed that the production of rapidly quenched fibres "freezes-in" the 

structure of the melt and any subsequent heat treatment below Tg will tend 

to relax the structure and find an equilibrium (this gives rise to the 

so-called fictive temperature, Tf). 'Ibis relaxation process can be 

observed by the stress relief given to glasses and also by the changes in 

density of the glass, which was recorded for these two glasses to be - 10% 

increase on annealing. '!he characteristic shoulder on the oxygen peak of 

glass ZrA2 (quenched) is indicative of another Zr-o bond distance. To 

verify this, the same procedure was repeated as for the two Zr-O distances 

in zircon. 

Fig. 4.Sb. shows the amplitude function A(k) for the quenched sample 

and Fig. 4.Sc. presents the same function for the annealed specimen, ZrA2. 

'!be former exhibits a minimum in the amplitude indicative of a split 

oxygen shell, with flr = 0.16 A. No such beat is found in the annealed 
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specimen. 

Comparison of the magnitude of the FT's with that of zircon, shows 

that the amplitudes are larger in the fonner. This is partly due to the 

method of sample preparation as finite-size-particle effects can lead to 

discrepancies of - 10% in eRN determination. However, this would still 

not account for all the amplitude reduction. Bond lengths in the annealed 

specimens awear to be unchanged. . USing the value for the phase shift 

pararr~ter defined in eqn. 3.11., the Zr-O distance is estin~ted at 2.09 ± 

0.13 R. 
The contribution to the EXAFS from outerlying shells is minimal, 

confirming the disordered nature of the glass. As was shown from the 

study of ZrSi04, no accurate infomation could be obtained for Zr-Si 

scattering. Therefore, it is of little \<..orth to discuss further any 

possible intermediate orderi~g in these glasses. 

This study has shOwn that although the resolution of the technique 

is limited, qualitative information may be gathered on the atomic 

arrangement, which will now be used in a nore accurate analysis via least 

squares fitting of the EXAFS data. 

4.4.2. Least Square Fitting 

Using the phase and amplitude parameters established from the study 

of the model compound, least squares refinements of the inverse Fourier 

transfonned data were performed. The floated parameters were Nj, r j and 

~a~ together with Eo. These results are sllI111'arized in Table VIII and the 
J ~ 

fits (broken lines) are cOIT~red to the first shell EY~S in Figs. 4.16. 

to 4.21. Errors have been estinated by a conbination of the uncertainties 

in the floated value and the pl~se and amplitude data (see Appendix A). 
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SANPLE aoRD. Nj (± 1) rj (± 0.05) Aa3 (± 5) Eo (± 1) 
SHELL , d~) (x 10-3 R2 (eV) 

ZrA 1 5.6 2.09 -16 5 
ZrB 1 5.8 2.09 -7 5 
zrC 1 5.6 2.09 -23 5 
ZrD 1 5.4 2.08 -la 5 
ZrE 1 5.6 2.09 -14 5 
ZrA2 1 0.4 1.95 -35 5 
ZrA2 2 4.6 2.11 -5 5 

TABLE VIII 

Results of fitting EXAFS data 

(6aj values are compared to the value for zrSi04:aj = 0.005 A2; 

edge energy = 17998 eV) 

For the particular case of the quenched samples - Figure 4.21. - no 

reasonable fit could be obtained on the ass~tion of a single Zr-O 

distance. On the basis of this, and suworted by the study in the 

previous section, a further refinement was pursued in· which two 

cation-anion distances (rl and r2) were allowed to vary together with NI, 
2 2 

N2, 001 and Aa2• '!his procedure gives a value for Ar (r2-q) of 0.16 ± 

0.1 A which agrees with the earlier result (S~tion 4.4.1.). Here it is 

anticipated that correlation effects may distort the values given in Table 

VIII. To serve as a check, this procedure was repeated for the annealed 
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specimens for ~/hich it wru; found that no resolvable two shell distances 

coulo be obtained. 

4.5. 'lHE JOE (F Zr 

4.5.1. Previous Studies 

Much of the work on the structure' of Zr02-contc~inins glasses in the 

past has been performed usin<J infrared anC/or RaIaan spectroscopy. For 

instance, in a sodium borosilicate glass system, Roganzin (1973) 

attributed the broadeling of the 1082 ern-I (Si-a stretching vibration) and 

470 ern-I infra red bands with increasing Zr02 content, to be due to the 

der-olyrnerization of the silica neblOrk with Zr4+ ions occupying an 

interstitial (JOOdifying) site. On the other hand, Botvinkin et al. 

(1964), working on the soc1ium-silico.te system, drew conclusions on the 

role of Zr by way of inference from the devitrification products. They 

observed that l-laZr03 and NaSi03 phases both crystallized on heat treatment 

and by analogy with binary silicates, ~stulated that thE:: Zr environment 

within the parent glass was similar to that of the crystal and thus 

behaves as a network former with a eRN of 6. Other nooels have been 

suggested on the basis of bonding and crystallochemical characteristics of 

zirconium and oxygen via conparisons with known silicate structures. 

Belov (1963) considered the zirconium envirorunent to be similar to that 

observed in minerals such as lovenite and seidzorite, where the basic 

structural units consist of mixtures of [Si041 and [Si2071 anions with Zr 

being octahedrally coordinated. 

4.5.2. DeUDDination from GCAFS Studies 

The EXAFS results sUIllnarized in Table VIII indicate that the Zr4+ 

ions occupy a well-defined site within the glass with an average CRN of 
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o 
approximately 6, situated at a distance of 2.09 ± 0.05 A. COmparison of 

these results with values obtained from crystalline comIX>unds show that 

the oxygen arrangement may be similar to that found in ferovskite, Cazr03 

- Hegraw (1947). The deg~ee of ordering, reflected by the negative /la? 
values, is larger than that found in ZrSi04' although with hindsight this 

may have not been the most suitable of standards. This decrease can be 

attributed to the first shell domination of the ordering process at the 

expense of outerlying shells, a criterion that has to be fulfilled for 

crystals, but is not a prerequioite in glasses. This is quite clearly 

shown by the weak second shell signal (silicon). This effect has been 

sr~~m to occur in other glass systen~ (see Chapter 1). 

such a c:lescriE-'tion lenCo supt-Ort to the theory that Zr4+ behaves as 

a glass former in tilis particular glass system (cf Taylor and Hd'[illan, 

Appendix C) and substitutes for Si. The substitution is cle~rly not 

isootructural as is the case for Al3+ and Ti4+ ions. The structur~l unit 

ri'Dy be scherr.2tically represented as:-

Na+ . 

~ Si - 0 ~ Zr L 0 - Si L 
/ / \ \ 

Na+ 

The dictate of electrical neutrality requires the presence of nxx1ifying 

cations occupying the interstices bet\>/een neighbouring IX>lyhedra. 

Using this model, the structural infomation given in Table VIII can 

be explained in much the same manner as for binary and tenary silicates. 

There is no change in the oxygen coordination of Zr by the isostructural 
~ 

replacement of the major nDuifying constituent, hO\-lever this does effect 

the Gegr~e of ordering. This effect is shown in Fig. 4.13., indicated by 

the decreasing t.a2 value as the alkali ion increasE!o in size and decreases 

in ionic field strength, that is, oxygen atoms are donated more readily by 

K+ ions than by Li+, making the competition for oxygen on cooling 
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considerably more favourable. 

The same idealized model can also be applied to the case of varying 

alkali content (Fig. 4.14.). For low concentration (- 17 role % total 

modifier content) there seems little change compared to the ZrA 

con1p)sition. It would be expected that there exists a minimuIfI troifit:r 

content to the glass fOrming region simply on the grounds of electrical 

neutrality. For large modifier contents (- 28 role %) more and mort: 

oxygens are donated and the depolyrnerization of the network lowers the 

viscosity. With analogy to the case of binary and ternary silicates the 

Zr-O bond shortens by - 0.01 ~, but the static disorder increases as more 

NOO's are produced. The necessary requirement that either two Na+ ions or 

one ea2+ ion must be located within the interstices or in the vicinity of 

tile NBO, to preserve electrical neutrality in even an idealized (infinite 

chain) [Zr06] - [5i04] network, imposes severe constraints on the arrK>unt 

of IOOdifying cations that can be incorporated before the interstices 

around the zirconium octahedra become saturated and the glass phase 

separates, as these ions preferentially occupy sites around the silica 

tetrahedra. This idealized model explain .. e; why there is a relatively small 

region of glass formation for this system. 

The above conclusions have been drawn with respect to results 

obtained for the annealed specimens. It is known that the physical 

properties of glasses depend to a large extent on their thermal history. 

It has been noted already that density changes occur on annealing 

indicating a certain amount of ordering prior to any observable 

crystallization. The results for the quenched and annealed samples do 

indeed show such an effect with respect to the occurrence of two 

metal-ligand distances in the former. This implies changes in structure 

of the glass on subsequent beat treatments, an effect which has hitherto 

been thought to be unoooervable on the atomic scale. However, caution 
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must be taken in thE:' reliability of the fitted parameters for the quenched 

sQ1liple as tile two sh£:l1s will be highly corrdated. 

4.5.3. Infrared Studies 

In the light of this thoory of Zr02-containing glasses, the infr~red 

data presente<1 in Section 4.3.2. may be explained. As has been mentioned, , 

the Zr4+ ion does not take part in trQIlSlatory vibrational rnoCies within 

the s1JeCtral range covered (1500 cni-l - 300 cm-I) iU'ld it is thE:'reforE:' 

expected that the only way to nonitor the behaviour of Zr4+ is by itf> 

effect on the Si02 network. caution must be taken in attributing the 

non-existence of Zr-O IOOdes to be Cl result of a loosely bound Zr cation, 

implying that it may act similarly to Na+ as a nxx:lifier cation. 

Infrared results presented in Fig. 4.10. place the main Si-O 

stretching frequency at - 1000 cm-l due to the contribution from both 

bridging ana non-bridging oxygens, a shift to lower frequency far in 

excess of that due to the breaking up of the [Si04] network by the 

roodifying agents (Na20 ana caO) alone. This rnodifying effect can be 

schematically represented as 

...l Si - 0 - Si L + NaZO 
/ \ 

... ...l Si - 0- 0- - Si L + 2Na + 
/ \ 

or 

-1 Si - 0 - Si f- + Cao 

2+ 
\ S· 0- 0- - Sl.· _I + Ca 7 l. - \ 

This shift to lower frequencies may be a consequence of a furtber 
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depolymerization of the silica network or, as will be shown, may be due to 

Zr4+ ions acting as network formers. This latter effect would cause the 

Si-O stretching frequency to be shifted and broadened ~ the existence of 

Si-O-Zr correlations as is observed in the case of zircon. Furthermore 

there is no evidence to suggest the splitting of the Si-O band at the 

pseudo-disilicate composition of the glasses. 

SUch a IOOdel for Zr acting as a network former is supported by 

monitoring the Si-O-Si stretching frequency at 780 cm-I. The shift 

observed here is less than the shift observed with 25% Na20, in a binary 

silicate, however, the band is broader. Again, this may be attributed to 

variation in Si-o-Si bond angles as a result of Zr4+ ions replacing Si4+. 

4.6.~~ 

The chemical behaviour of Hf and Zr is almost identical. The size 
o 

of the respective ions differs only by - 0.01 A and the stereochemistries 

they exhibit are so similar, that within all naturally occuring minerals 

containing Zr02, Hf02 is present in small concentrations. The geochemical 

arrangements of Hf-based canpounds are given by Macdenrott (1973). In 

this review the bonding characteristics are suggested as being due to 

electrostatic interaction and there is no ligand-field stabilization of 

atomic orbitals reported. 

In view of this similarity, it may be anticipated that the 

structural behaviour of Hf4+ ions in glasses resembles, or is even 

identical to, that of zr4+. Until now, no structural work has been 

performed on Hf02-containing glasses, probably in view of the above reason 

and also their full technological potential has, as yet, to be fully 

realized, although they have found use in alkali-resistant fibres. 
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The glass compositions studied are similar to those given in Table 

IV. All the glasses were annealed at the same tanperature - 700oC. 

4.6.1. EXAFS Analysis 

The major difference in the interpretation of EXAFS data for Hf is 

that it involves analysis of the L-edges, as the K-edge falls within the 

region of hard X-ray wavelengths, far too inaccessible by conventional 

equipnent. This in itself presents very little difficulty as only the 

radial distribution through the FT technique will be discussed. 

As a standard, Hf02 was chosen which is iosnoq:bous with Zr02. Here 

the metal ion is seven coordinate with an array of irregular Hf-O bond 

lengths. Fig. 4.22. presents the magnitude of the FT of the EXAFS data 

for both Hf02 and Zr02 and as can be seen, the qualitative features of 

both FT's are similar. 

The EXAFS for one of the glass samples, HfA (:: ZrA) is shown in 

Fig. 4.23. and the corresponding magnitude of the FT in Fig. 4.24. '!he 

EXAFS data for the LI edge has been extracted as this constitutes a pure 

s-d type transition. The LII and LIII edges are characterized by an 

admixture of transitions, the strong 'white lines' typifying such 

scattering. 

The similarities in bond length and ordering of Hf-o are readily 

apparent by canparing Figs. 4.24. and 4.4. and notwithstanding a thorough 

investigation by means of a curve-fitting technique, the qualitative 

features of Zr02- and Bf02-containing glasses are the same, lending 

suWOrt to the theory that both these congeneric cations take part in the 

formdng of a glass network. 
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a:HImI~ 

'Dle results presented in this chapter have underlined the usefulness 

of the EXAFS technique for investigating multi-canponent glass systems. 

It has proved that Zr4+ acts as a network former in this system and 

occupies a site within the matrix that is more ordered, as far as first 

shell is concerned, than that of a corresponding crystal. Such a 

behaviour is not allowed under the prerequisi ties of the zachariasen rodel 

of glass structure and may therefore lend support to the theory of more 

complex anionic species being the underlying building blocks of glasses. 

'!he results have also shown for the first time that changes in the atomic 

arrangement due to thermal treatment are observable over atomic dimensions 

and opens new paths for the study of the mechanism of nucleation and 

growth. Such a study has already been initiated by the author (Appendix 

C) • 



Olapter 5 

5.1. IN11UXJC!rICB 

The X-ray absorption results presented in this chapter were taken at 

the Daresbury Laboratory SRS facility. All measurements were performed in 

air at roam temperature on thin film specimens. The compositions of the 

glasses are given in Table IX. In general the data are of good quality, 

however for low concentration (- 5 mole %) counting statistics were poor 

making EXAFS interpretation very difficult. 

A short precis of the previous investigations into the structure and 

coordination of Ti02 in glasses is presented. This has been included to 

serve as a guide to the difficulties that exist in such an investigation 

and also to justify the choice of glass compositions. 

5.2. IDEL aJIPClR) ANALYSIS 

5.2.1. <h>ioe of SUitable 0JIp)unds 

As will be discussed in Section 5.3.1. the structural position and 

coordination of Ti4+ ions within glasses is, as yet, not fully understood. 

Octahedral and tetrahedral environments have been suggested, the ratio of 

the two sites being a function of canposition. To this end, two standards 

were chosen in which the Ti polyhedra are of one type only. For 

octahedral synmetry I analar I grade Ti02 (anatase) was chosen, and for the 

tetrahedral case Ba2Ti04 (barium orthotitanate) the only four fold oxygen 

coordinated canpound of titanium known to exist. This latter material was 

prepared by a flux melting technique described by Bland 
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(1961) and was found to be comprised of 90% Ba2Ti04 and an excess 10% 

Ti02. The radial distances of the first shell oxygen cage are given in 

Table X after Cromer and Herrington (1955) for Ti02 and Bland (1961) and 

Brown et al. (1973) for Ba2Ti04. Both EXAFS specimens were prepared as a 

thin film as described previously. 

Sample Ti02 Si02 t-,a20 

TiA 5 70 25 
TiB 10 65 25 
TiC 25 50 25 
'riD 33 42 25 
TiE 40 35 25 
TiP 5 61.7 33.3 
'riG 26.7 40 33.3 
'l'iH 33.3 33.3 33.3 
'l'iI 40 26.7 33.3 

TABLE IX 

COJ:1p:>sitions of Ti02 containing glasses in mole %. 
All glasses were melteci in the range 1350-1450 °c and 

quenched to rOOD temperature. 

Compound N rj eR) Average Distance 

Ti02 4 1.94) 1.9SJ. 
2 1.97 

Ba2Ti04 

4J 
1.71] 1.81 1.81 ~ 
1.82 
1.84 

Table X 

Oxygen coordination arounC; Ti ions in anatase and Ba2Ti04 
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5.2.2. Raw Absorption Dita and EXAFS 

'!he absorption spectrlll\ In(IoII) for both standards is shown in Fig. 

5.1. (Ti02> and Fig. 5.2. (Ba2Ti04). Around the K-edge of Ti, the spectra 

display two distinct areas of interest. In the region from 50 eV above 

the edge and beyond the typical EXAFS oscillations are observed, whilst 

for energies close to the binding energy of the core electron - the 

so-called XANES (X-ray absorption near-edge structure) - there exists the 

possibility of electron transitions to bound states of the emitting atom 

that give rise to characteristic features. Kutzler et al. (1980) and 

Tossell et al. (1974) suggest that the intensity of the three features 

observed in Ti02 are dependent on the degree of anisotroP,t of the Ti-o 

bond within the [Ti06] octahedron. 'lhese features are observed in the 

three phases of Ti02 (anatase, rutile and brookite) and can be related to 

the inter-connection of [Ti06] octahedra: namely in rutile each octahedron 

shares two edges; in brookite each octahedron shares three edges; and in 

anatase the common edges are four. The oxygen disposition is 

characterised by four planar and two axial Ti-o distances. Progressive 

relaxation of this inversion symmetry will produce finally the one intense 

pre-edge transition found in titanates possessing a tetrahedral symmetry, 

e.g. Ba2Ti04 and TiCl.4 (Sandstran et al., 1983). 

'!he EXAFS was extracted from the raw absorption data in the manner 

described previously. One major difficulty with the interpretation of the 

EXAFS for Ba2Ti04 canes fran the fact that the Ba Llll edge awears some 

250-300 eV above the Ti K-edge. '!his severely affects the resolution of 

the technique and consequently the amount of structural information is 

limited. Because of this, Ba2Ti04 was chosen as a standard material for 

comparison of pre-edge features only and not used as a model compound in 

the least squares fitting analysis. 
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5.2.3. Fourier TransfoDD 

'l11e EXAFS for Ti02 is shown in Fig. 5.3a. with the corresFOnding 

magnitude of the FT plotted in Fig. 5.4. The FT was taken over a range 40 

to 350 eV reflecting the aIOOunt of resolvable fine structure in the 

glasses, y was set at 0.08 (see Section 4.2.1.). For this reason the FT 

is poorly resolved as compared to previous studies of Ti02 (Kozlowski et 

al., 1983). However, the main peak can be attributed to oxygen scattering 

at 1.96 R (the average of the tw Ti-O distances observed in anatase) 

which gives a value for a/2 = 0.4 R. The peaks at higher r represent 

cor.plex correlations bet",een outerlying oct~hedra. 

5.2.4. CUrve Fitting 

'i'i1€ method {iiscu~se;d in the previous Chapter was used to fit thE: 

eXFerir.1ental data for Ti02 to a r;arcllaterized e>:pression of the EXAFS 

equation. Firstly, tile EI:AFS for the first shell only (oxygen) \'la.S 

filterE.:o from the total st-eCtrw[l by isolating the first peak in tbe Pr 

b~tween 1.0 and 2.05~. This contribution is plotted in Fig. 5.Sa. (solid 

line) together with the least squares fit (dashed line). This is to be 

corapared with Fig. 5.5b. which fits the same experir.lental data but with an 

average Ti-O bond ler~th of 1.96 ~, where at high k the phase is poorly 

matched, exemplifying the increased accuracy of the curve fitting 

technique. The values obtair.ed for the amplitude (cn) and phase (an) 

parar,leters are given in Table XI. The fitting range was from 4.0 to 10.5 

~-l. Prior to this fitting proce:Oure an attempt was made to fit the 

inverse FT using phase inforTili:tion from Teo and Lee (see Chapter 4). This 

result is shown in Fig. 5.6. No attempt was made to fit the original 

exper l.rilental data in energy space! 
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ao 3.138 

a1 -1.056 

a2 0.022 

CO 0.03 

CJ. 26 x 10-3 

c2 0.76 

TABLE XI 

Phase and amplitude data obtained fran a least equares fit to Ti02 
(anatase) 

5.3. tiO~ GlASSES 

5.3.1. Previous Investigations 

In contrast to the case of Zr02, there has been considerable 

investigation on both the structure and physical properties of 

Ti02-containing glasses. '!he use of Ti02 as a nucleating agent by itself 

or in conjunction with other catalysts (e.g. Zr02 - see Olapter 6) in the 

developnent of glass ceramics is widely known (Barry et al., 1969) 

however, the exact role in the nucleation process is far fran understood. 

Recent work by Todhunter (1984) has shown that sane ordering of the local 

Ti envirorunent may be taking place as a precursor to any observable ~ 

separation. This work was carried out on the cordierite system, however, 

other authors, e.g. Bobovich (1964), have monitored similar trends in 

other base glasses. 

For structural studies per se , the wealth of information on the 

structure is considerable, as is the controversy 1 Table XII sL1lTl'l\arizes 

much of the recent work and the structural tools employed. 
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AumoRS 8l'RtCJ.'URAL SYSTEl·l 

Manghnani et al. IR Na2°-Ti02-Si02 
(1971) 

Jose and Urnes xm Na2°-Ti02-Si02 
(1972) 

Ioshnanov et al. Neutron Na2°-Ti02-Si02 
(1974) Diff raction 

Hanada and Soga X-ray emnission Na2°-Ti02-Si02 
(1980) spectroscopy 

Chandrasekhar et al. Raman Si02-Ti02 
(1979) 

sandstrom et al. ~ Si02-Ti02 
(1980, 1983) 

zarzycki xm R20-Ti02 (R I: Cs, K) 
(1971) 

Abradrashitova EPR R20-Al~03-Si02-Ti02 
(1980) (R = Ll, Na) 

TABLE XII 

structural techniques used to investigate various 
Ti02-containing glasses. 

In general, these works conclude that Ti4+ ions possess a dual 

character inasmuch as they can occupy two sites within a glass according 

to the Zachariasen JOOdel: either they can enter the network directly and 

substitute for Si4+ ions, or they can break-up or depolymedze the 

original silica network and as such act as network modifiers. The 

coordination number they attain is to sorne extent governed by the 

particular site they occupy. It has been shown that in binary systems 

(Zarzycki and Sandstrom et al.) that Ti4+ ions may behave as network 

formers and exhibit either a fourfold or sixfold coordination, depending 
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on what constituent forms the basic network, the tetrahedral site being an 

isostructural substitution for 8i4+ ions. 

'Dle evidence for Ti octahedra acting as network fornlers is also 

postulated by Abdrashitova, who considered the structural function of 

titanium to be governed by how polyhedra are connected: either by 

edge-sharing or corner-sharing, and as such is not a function of the 

coordination. 

The debate over the coordination of Ti is further complicated by the 

fact that some crystalline titanates and minerals exhibit a S-fold oxygen 

envirorunent. For example, K2TiOS (Andersson and Wadsley, 1961) is 

comprised of [TiOS] polyhedra grouped in a distorted trigonal bypyranud, 

and the mineral innelite (Chernov, et al. 1971) has a coordination grouped 

in distorted pyramids with the possibility of titanyl bonding (Ti • 0) 

with the apical oxygen. Such a disposition has been suggested by 

IDshnanov, et al. to exist in Ti02-containing glasses. They conclude that 

for high silica contents, Ti exhibits octahedral coordination and as the 

Ti02 content is increased, both [Ti06] and [TiOS] polyhedra are present, 

there being no Ti in tetrahedral coordination. 

~ latter result is of immediate concern in this work. The choice 

of compositions for the Na20-Ti02-Si02 glasses given in Table IX was made 

in an atteupt to observe the intermediate behaviour of Ti 4+ ions and to 

identify their role and coordination. It is anticipated that the ratio of 

sites within the glass would be a function not only of Ti02 content but 

also of the aJOOunt of JOOdifying cations present. 

5.3.2. Raw Absorption Data and EXAFS 

As an exarcq)le of a typical absorption spectrum for this system of 

glasses, the data for Banllle TiE is presented in Fig. 5.7. The spectrum 

possesses two interesting features which require some explanation. At 
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approximately 50 eV above the edge there exists a distincti ve kink or 

• glitch' in absorption due to spurious reflections emanating from the 

monochranator. Secondly, canparing this spectrum with that for Ba2Ti04, 

there also appears the pre-edge spike intrinsic to [TiOn] polyhedra 

possessing no or ve~ little inversions symmetry. 

The EXAFS for sample TiE (Fig. 5.8.) was extracted in the standard 

way of matching the pre-edge absorption to a Victoreen expression and the 

post-edge decay by a third order polynanial. Comparing this with the 

EXAFS of sample TiB (Fig. 5.9.) shows how counting statistics are affected 

by the canpositional variation of Ti02. Furthermore, these two spectra 

were measured on two consecutive days under approximately the same 

operating conditions except that the monochromator had lost calibration. 

Therefore, the glitch that appears in both spectra can be used to 

recalibrate the exact edge energy. In subsequent analysis the glitch was 

removed by relaxing the condition for the number of knots in the 

culbic-spline awroximation used to smooth the data. 

As with the case of Zr02-containing glasses, the EXAFS thenselves 

display very little contrast. The oscillations decay ve~ quickly, 

implying oxygen scattering and confirm the disordered nature of the 

materials. 

5.3.3. Rear-aJge Results 

Fig. 5.10 presents the XANES data for the Ti02-containing glasses 

possessing 25 mole % Na20. '!he spectra have been normalized to unit 

oscillator strength by subtracting the pre-edge absorption and dividing by 

the step height. From the peak height and width at half maximum, the peak 

area or transition probability for the s-p transition (as a function of 

the Si02:Ti02 concentration) can be determined and is shown in Fig. 5.11. 

for both 25 and 33 mole % Na20. The same trend with increasing 
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Ti02 content is observed in each glass system up to Si02:Ti02 ratio of -

1-2. In this region, the transition probability exhibits a maximum. 

OVerall the probability is larger in the system containing IOOre alkali 

oxide. 

5 .3 .4 • Fourier Transform 

The magnitooe of the FT's for the EXAFS data discusseO in Section 

5.3.2. are shown in Figs. 5.13. and 5.14. The transforms \~·ere performed 

under the same conditions disclIssed previously for Ti02. Due to the poor 

signal to noise ratio for low Ti02 content, such a proceOure could not be 

follo'fred and only the data for Ti02 contents greater than 10 mole % will 

be presented hereatter. As with the XANES data a general trend can be 

observE:<.i in the glasses tor both 25 and 35 mle % t-:a20 with increosing 

For the glasses containing 25 % ~;a20 the amplitllue of the main 

oxygen peak decreases with increasing Ti02 content and also becomes 

broader. There is no discernible shift in the peak t:Osition, which is 

found to be at 1. 55~. Assuning the value obtaint'Ci from Ti02 (0/2 = 0.4 

R) this gives an average Ti-O distance of 1.95 ± .10 ~. 

For glasses containing 33 mole % Na20 this same reduction in 

anplitude is observable. r-toreover for Ti02 contents of - 30-40 mole %, 

the peak is severely distorted. Sample TiH tiisplays a definite t~u shell 

oxygen environment. This behaviour at large Ti02 concentrations is 

inuicative of rejor changes in the Ti environment and verifies the same 

changes observed in the XANES data. 

5.3.5. CUrve Fitting 

From the previous discussion it is apparent that \l/ithin these 

glasses there exists the possibility of two Ti sites. For this reason, in 

the 
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least squares fitting of the inverse Fourier transformed data, the 

following structural parameters were allowed to vary: (1) the 

coordination munber of each site NI and N2); (2) the average radial 

distance (rl and r2); and (3) the relative disorder parameter 603=1,2 

canpared to crystalline anatase. '!he results of this are SUlTlllarized in 

Table XIII and confirm that two distinct sites are resolvable, indicated 

by the two average Ti-O bond lengths. '!he parameters shown in Table XIII 

were obtained from a range of starting values strengthening the belief 

that they are indeed correct. Unfortunately, due to the negative 

correlation of the two shells true errors are difficult to judge. This 

effect will be prevalent in the amplitude parameters N and 60~. least 
J 

squares fits for some of the glasses are shown in Figs. 5.15. and 5.16. 

5.4. mE lOB <P ti 

The results presented in this Chapter (and from previous studies) 

show that the exact role of Ti4+ ions is very complex and may indeed be 

twofold in nature. 'lbe preference for one particular site over another 

seems not only to be a strong function of Ti02 content but also depends on 

the concentration of alkali metal oxide present, suggesting a considerable 

cxrnpetition for oxygen in the glass. Previous results have shown that the 

coordination characteristics of titanium in these glasses are, at high 

silica contents, purely sixfold. As the amount of Ti02 is increased, 

lower coordination states are observed (4 or 5) reaching a saturation 

point at the equimolar cooposition Si02:Ti02 = 1, thereafter octahedral 

coordination is preferred. 

At first sight the results seem to indicate that even at small Ti02 

concentration (- 5 mole %) tetrahedral coordination is present because of 

the similarity between the pre-edge transitions in the glasses canpared 



NI 
SAMPLE (± 0.4) 

TiA* 
Tin 0.1 
TiC 1 
TiD 0.7 
'l'iE 0.2 
TiE'· 
TiG 0.08 
TiH 0.16 
TiI 0.03 

L- . ___ ~ __ ~ ___ L-____________ 

* - No EXAFS data available. 
1 - 'l'etrah~ral. 
2 - Octahedral 

~ 
(± 0.5) 

3.6 
4.6 
4.4 
4.0 

3.7 
2.62 
3.7 

r1 d~) r2 (R) ~02{x 10-3 R2) 
(± 0.05) (± 0.05) (±\7) 

1.83 1.94 -19 
1.82 1.92 -23 
1.81 1.93 -18 
1.86 1.97 -15 

1.86 1.95 -20 
1.83 2.0 -25 
1.85 1.99 -28 
---

'mBLE XIII 

Structural parameters for 'l'i02-containing glasses obtained from 
least sqU,tH::S fittiII<j routine. 

&:fZ(x 10-3 RZ) 
(±220) 

15 
15 
20 
24 

14 
14 
15 
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to that found in Ba2Ti04. SUch a behaviour has been discounted before on 

the belief that [Ti0612- "clusters" persist in low Ti02-silicate glasses, 

and it is these centres which may act as nucleation sites in the 

precipitation of crystalline phases on subsequent heat treatment. For 

excurple, in these glasses, Na2TiOS has been shown to be the It'ajor phase 

after: crystallization. Further evidence for the existence of low 

coordination states at relatively swall Ti02 contents is offered by the 

existence of the short Ti-O bond length - 1.8 A (vide infra). A similar 

bond distance is found in crystalline titanates possessing low 

coordination, e.g. Ba2Ti04 and K2TiOS (Ti-O = 1.83 A) and is not observed 

in compounds having true octahedral syrrmetry. Such a roodel is quite 

contrary to previous results in the existence of these low coordination 

states at Slt'all Ti02 concentrations. However, it must be ra\lanb~r(.>(] that 

any postulate on the structure of a glass should only be discussed within 

the context of its thermal history - a fact which is often overlooked. 

Weyl (1951) suggested that Ti4+ ions will assume a coordination of four at 

high temperatures. On the basis of this, l-1cMillan (1964) conj(!Ctured that 

these states will be "frozen-in" on raIJid cooling of the melt allowing Ti 

to occupy network forming sites by the isostructural replacanent of Si. 

Furtherroc>re, as this state will be metastable, subsequent heat treatment 

of the glass may, in some way, convert these low coordination states to 

the thenzoclynamically stable octahedral form resulting in a tM>-phase 

separation of the glass. Therefore, there seens no a priori reason why 

the existence of [Ti04] tetrahedra may inhibit crystallization: in fact, 

as was noted before, some ordering effects are observed prior to 

crystallization, and just such a phase separation nlaY drive the mechanism 

of crystal growth! 

'!he results from the previous Chapter show that orderir~ effects on 

annealing are observable using the E:<AFS technique and, with hindSight, 
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such a study on the thermal history of Ti02-containing glasses may 

elucidate this incipient phase separation, primarily from the difference 

in the strong pre-edge transition. 

FUrther evidence for the existence of [Ti04] tetrahedra is obtained 

from the curve fitting analysis. Here NI and N2 (see Table XIII) 

represent respectively, tetrahedral and octahedral coordination. As can 

be seen the major contribution comes from the N2 site for which some 

structural change is observed for increasing Ti02 concentration C~ 33 n()le 

%), noticeably by the increase in the average Ti-O bond length. 'l'he 

second site with an average Ti-O distance of _. 1.8 A is characteristic of 

an atomic arranganent, with Ti having less that six oxygen neighbours. The 

relative magnitude of the t\o.() sites varies with increasing '1'i02 content 

and wi th the concentration of alkali metal oxide. Within this 

approximation, the low coordinated tetrahedral sites will represent 

isostructural substitution of Si 4+ ions in the glassy matrix. The 
2 negative value of the bond disorder parameter 60'j may sUFPJrt previous 

results (Sandstrom et al.) and ties up with the earlier theory that the 

structural units comprising glasses are ct~racterized by a higher degree 

of ligand ordering compared with their crystalline counterparts. However, 

as was mentioned before this parameter may suffer froIn considerable 

correlation effects. 

For octahedral coordination the situation is rore complex. ['1'i06] 

units have been shown to exist either in rodifying or forming roles. 

Unfortunately such a duality cannot be resolved in EXAFS measurE'lnents in 

view of the fact that only average coordination is measured. 

Given the multiplicity of atomic arrangements that may be l~ssible in 

Ti02-containing glasses, to attempt to interpret structural changes as a 

function of corllposition will be exceedingly difficult. The major 

structural change that is observed with increasing Ti02 is the increase 
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in [Ti04] tetrahedra. Sandstrom et al. found that once the initial 

solubility limit of Ti02 in octahedrel coordination had been reached Ti4+ 

ions entered the network substitutionally for Si. At a certain 

concentration of Ti02, the network became saturated and phase separation 

ensued. 

Such a trend is observable within these glCtSBes too; although the 

degree of saturation is obviously affected by the amount of Na20. For 

larger Na20 concentrations the degree of isostructural substitution is 

increased. This may be explained by considering the Na+ ions acting in a 

secondary role whereby they release the strain inposed by the larger 

metal-ligand bond within the network, so lowering the free energy. Such a 

relaxation effect may involve the cre~tion of non-bridging oxygens around 

Ti tetrahedra so producing areas within the glass that, in th~ilSelves, may 

act as nucleation sites. From this argument it follows that for the case 

of increased Na20 content, the aroount of [Ti04] units present will be 

consequently larger. 

As the Ti02 content is increased even further, there will occur a 

point at which this isostructural replacenent saturates and thereafter 

phase separation will proceed, as observed in the increase in sixfold 

coordination. '!his effect is IOOst readily observed by the FT's shown in 

Figs. 5.13. and 5.14. where the reduction in amplitude is due to 

interference between Ti sites resulting finally in a highly distorted 

oxygen first shell. '!his result is support~ by XANES data shown in Fig. 

S .11., where the maximum in fourfold coordination is evident at a 

Si02:Ti02 - 1-2. Hanada ana Soga have observed the structural change to 

occur at Si02:Ti02 = 1. 

The results presented here do suggest the existence of tetrahedrally 

coordinated Ti occupying substitutional sites within the glassy network. 

However, it nust be noted that the obvious distortions of Ti in an 
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octahedral environment may be sufficient to produce an overall lack of 

inversion synunetry. Moreover, for the case of [TiOS] polyhedra, 

asymnetries are again possible and it may be so that such effects will 

produce the fine structure present in these glasses. As yet very little 

infornation is available on this possibility, although for completeness it 

is mentioned here. 

a:tXLlEICfi 

The nain findings for the EXAFS and XM~ES results on quenched 

Na20-Ti02-Si02 glasses are:-

1. At small concentrations (- S IOOle %) Ti4+ ions, for the [;lost part, 

attain a sixfold coordination, although tile actual site is ill-definea. 

There also exists a small amount in a tetrahedral envirorunenl (net\-iork 

former). 

2. The anount of [Ti04] units present is a fW1ction of both Ti02 and 

alkali concentration. 

3. For Si02:Ti02 ratios of the order of 1-2, the concentratioll of [Ti04] 

units is a maximum and is a function of Na20 conterlt. 

4. For increased Ti02 content the glasses phase separate. 



Olapter 6 

6.1. lN1lUlJC1'1<B 

This Chapter is intended as a general discussion on the technique of 

EXAFS and its usefulness as a structural probe in the investigation of 

disordered systens. A surrrnary of the relevant interpretational techniques 

is given. Their applicability in the light of the work undertaken herein 

is discussed, on the basis of which the possibilities for further studies 

in the field are suggested. 

6.2. EXAFS AS A S'JHQ'URAL Rom 

In this thesis it has been shown that the EXAFS technique may be 

used to investigate the local atomic envi ronrnent in very complex 

multi-component glass systens. In diffraction studies, the superposition 

of all the atanic pair-correlation functions severely canp1icates the 

analysis; a limitation which is overcane in EXAFS studies in view of the 

atanic-species sampling property, resulting in partial-RDF's. 

Structural information about the type, number and position of 

scatterers around an excited atom rests in the amplitude and periodicity 

of oscillations above the absorption edge as expressed in eqn. 3.4. 'lb 

calculate these highly desirable structural parameters, prior knowledge of 

the scattering amplitudes, fj (1T ), and phase shifts, 2 tS t;j and 1/Jj' is 

required and therefore, at a first level of approximation, the limitations 

in the analysis are imposed by the accuracy with which these functions may 
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be determined. 

The simplified expression (eqn. 3.4.) is valid for photoelectron 

energies in excess of 100 eV above the edge. Below these energies, the 

curvature of the ptK>toelectric wavefront and many-body effects become rore 

important. This, together with the fact that at high energies the 

Debye-waller factor, (ex};r2ojk2), severely attenuates the EXAFS artqJlitude, 

means that structural infoomation is limited in extent. Fortunately, for 

disordered systems, the dominant scattering is due to first-shell 

correlations, of principal interest, which occur, in general, at energies 

above the theoretical limit. 

In view of the computationally difficult exercise of 

calculations of individual phase shifts and back-scattering amplitudes 

using the exact EXAFS equation, two tried and tested methods of analyzing 

the data were adopted. The first requires the Fourier transform of the 

EKAFS equation to obtain a partial quasi-RDF. This technique has provEd. 

to be beneficial in determining bond-length infortllation by conparisons 

with known roodel catp)UOOs, under the asSUlt'ption that the total phase 

shift is linear in k, the photoelectron wavevector. Although, this 

technique has been used in this work, the JOOSt beneficial aspect of the 

RDF is to give a real space picture of the material, on the basis of 

which, an initial guess is used in subsequent curve-fitting analysis. 

CUrve fitting techniques, other than by independent theoretical 

calculations, require the approximation of the phase and amplitude 

functions. 'Ibis may be achieved by one of two, well-used routes: ei ther 

the information is established fronl an analysis of a chemically similar, 

known OOIt\)()und and the parameters transferred to the unknowni or the 

tabulated values for the individual phase shifts and anplitudes given by 

Teo and Lee (1979) based on the theory of Lee and Beni (1977) are used. 

For the case of disordered systems, Eisenberger am Brown (1979) showed 
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that asyrnmetries in the pair correlation functions necessary restrict the 

chendcal transferability of structural l~rameters. 

As a first attempt in the curve fitting analysis, the oata of Teo 

and Lee were awroxir.ii.lKl by suitCtble parameterized functions and used in 

a least squares fit to th(; ~s of u )\:llOwn CCXl"p)und. Assuming the 

crystalline oata to be correct, no reasonablE: fit coulCl be achieved at 1o,,"' 

energies, which may be due to inadequacief> in the original theory. 

Furtherroore, the split first shell character of the model cOInp:>ulldb could 

not be properly described. For this reason, the curve-fitting analysis 

technique preferred required the calculation of an effective total phase 

shift, <t>(k}, and amplitude function A(k), fror.1 the measurements of a roodel 

compound, for which possible inadequacies in the theory may be compensated 

for, as curved-wave effects will be similar in the unknown system (glass), 

i.e. the concept of cher.ucal transferability is invoked: bearing in mind 

the reservations expressed by Eisenberger and Brown. 

In the subsequent analyses, it was found to be advantageous to 

perform the rrdnimdzation in k-space on a Fourier-filtered spectrum. This 

has the drawback of a further limited Fourier transforrll using a window 

function to isolate the contribution for one shell only and consequently 

care rust be exercised in the choice of a suitable function. However, it 

does allow the shell-by-shell analysis of EXAFS to proceed. 

6.3. (XJQB;I(H; 

6.3.1. Z~ Glasses 

Using as a standard ZrSi04, the Fourier filtering of the first shell 

EXAFS enabled the split oxygen shell to be adequately matched, confirming 

the belief in the errpirically determined phase shift parameters. These 

were then used to investigate the structure around the 
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Zr ion in a series of annealed R20-caO-zrO-Si02 glasses (R = Li, Na, K). 

Provisional real space interpretation conf irmed the medium-range 

disordered nature of the glasses but suggested the possibility of a well 

ordered first shell. Subsequent curve-fitting analysis established that 

the Zr ion has, on average, 6 oxygen nearest neighbours at a distance of 
o 

2.09 ± 0.05 A. '!be mean square relative displacanent was found to be less 

in all the glasses compared to the crystalline value but varied as a 

function of composition, viz., the substitution of the alkali ion (K + Na 

-.. Li) produced an increase in the o~ value which can be related to the 

ionic field strength of each ion. A similar effect was observed on 

increasing Na20 content which was attributed to the production of 

non-bridging oxygens. This net decrease in the mean square relative 

displacement may be envisaged as metal-ligand ordering in excess of that 

observed in crystalline compounds at the expense of medium to long-range 

periodicity, a pre-requisite in the latter. '!bus, the limitations 

expressed ~ Eisenberger and Brown are not applicable to same disordered 

systems and the chemical transferability of phase and amplitude parameters 

is justified. 

The above considerations of a well-defined octahedral site place the 

role of Zr as a network former. The substitution of Si 4+ is not 

isostructural and necessarily requires the presence of IOOdifying ions 

around the [Zr06] 2- unit to conserve electrical neutrality. '!be high 

viscx>si ty of these glasses and the snaIl region of glass formation follCM 

as a corollary of this theory as the addition of zr02 will limit the 

production of non-bridging oxygens and dictate the low and high limits of 

alkali content. 

For one particular glass composition, the possibility of structural 

change under varying thermal history was investigated. Here the structure 

of the annealed specimen was compared with that of its quenched 
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counterpart. Hitherto thought to be unobservable effects have been shown 

to be measurable by the EXAFS technique. 'Ihe quenched specimen was found 

to possess a split-oxygen shell which may characterize the parent liquid 

as the structure is "frozen-in". 

The above conclusions have led to important discoveries on the role 

of Zr in a soda-lime-silica base glass. These may be summarized as:-

o 
(a) Zr ions occup./ octahedral sites with a bond length of 2.09 ± 0.05 A. 

(b) 'Ihe high degree of metal-ligand ordering, as expressed by a 

relatively small o~, is indicative of the Zr ion acting as a network 

former. 

(c) The effects of alkali substitution and content are observable by the 

modification of the Zr environment. 

(d) '!be effects of annealing have been shown to lead to discernible 

effects in the local structure. 

(e) Physical and chenica1 properties may be explained in terms of this 

structure. 

6.3.3. tiOz-Oxrt:aining Glasses 

Previous investigations of Ti02-containing glasses have concluded 

that the role and coordination of Ti is a strong function of the 

composition. In the investigation of a series of Na20-Ti02-Si02 glasses 

it was anticipated that this propensity may cause canplications as only 

average coordination in EXAFS analysis can be measured. However, the Ti 

K-edge is characterized by electronic transitions to bound states of 
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the excited atom which reflect the syrcmetry of the sur rounding atoms. 

From the peak areas, the transition probabilities for the s-d transition 

(indicative of Ti in a tetrahedral environment) show that the 

isostructural substitution of 5i4+ ions increases as a function of Ti02 

content up to a 5i02:Ti02 ratio - 1-2, whereupon phase separation ensues. 

This substitution is limited b¥ the amount of modifying oxide present and 

is observed to be larger for increasng Na20. The existence of these [Ti04] 

units, even at low concentrations (- 5 mole %) may be a direct result of 

the glass preparation process, as the samples were quenched in air. 

Previous work has held that at low concentration, the Ti has an octahedral 

coordination of [Ti06]2- "clusters" which act as nucleation sites in the 

developnent of glass ceramics. However, there is no a proioroi reason why 

the existence of [Ti04] units should necessarily restrict nucleation as 

subsequent heat treatment of the glass below Tg may convert these units to 

the more therm:>dynamically stable octahedral }.ilase and hence drive the 

mechanisn of crystal growth. 

OJrve fitting routines on glasses containing more than 10 mole % 

Ti02' although hampered by the high correlation of the two coordination 

shells, predict that although [Ti04] units exist, as shown by the two 

resolvable Ti-O bond-lengths, the predaninant coordination is sixfold. 

Sandstran et al. (1983) in an investigation of 8i02-Ti02 glasses showed 

that after the initial solubility limit of [Ti06] formation in the 

interstitial regions of a [8i04] continuous network, Ti4+ ions substituted 

for 8i4+ ions. 8uch an effect may take place in the ternary silicate, 

where it is envisaged that the presence of Na20 allows the substitution of 

8i4+ ions to take place by breaking the longer Ti-o bond, so reducing the 

net increase in internal energy of the network by relieving the strain. 

This would impose a preferential site for the 
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Na2+ ion. 

It is believed that the Ti tetrahedral site is a result of the 

substitution of Si4+ ions, and therefore Ti may be placed in a network 

forming role. For the case of octahedral synmetry this classification 

beconES vague as [Ti06] units have been shown to exist in an intermediate 

cat-acity. Such a duality cannot be resolved in EXAFS analysis. 

The above conclusions may be sunrnarized as follo\l.'5:-

(a) Ti4+ ions possess both an octahedral and a tetrahedral coordination 

in c .. l:enched t·:a20-Ti02-Si02 glc:.sses. 

(b) The ratio of tetrahedral/octahedral coordination incn-"IEL;~ hi th 

(c) The amount of isostructural substitution of Si 4+ ions is i) iunction 

of 1;a2C cont<.::nt. 

(d) A i:1aXinmn in this ratio is reached at the coolar cOffi1.Gsitional r"tio 

of Si02:Ti02 - 1-2. Thereafter, phase separation ensues with the 

appearance of a Ti02 rich phase. 

6 • 4 • FU.I.tJP-E l'K}H( 

Due to lirr.ited resources, many of the conclusions reached that may 

have (;L(;l1 further investigated within the scope of this thesis could not 

be e}:i;.cf!C;CU on, but do hm.;ever deserve merit. In particular, it was found 

that cLunges in the local atorr.ic stucture due to heat treatnents l>dO\'i the 

glass tn·nsition temperature are inGeed observable by EXAFS. f.y tile 
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monitoring of such changes important questions on the mechanism of 

crystal-growth may at last be answered. Both Ti02 and Zr02 are known to 

act as nucleating agents in the phase developnent of glass ceramics and 

the author has already performed short studies on both Zr02 in a 

cordierite glass system (J\WeIldix C) and the corrbined Ti02-Zr02 sodium 

silicate system (AR}E!lldix B) and underlined the feasibility. For Ti 

K-edge studies, such effects may be directly observable by IOOnitoring, the 

pre-edge peak intensity. Fluorescence D'.AFS techniques could also be used 

to measure very low Ti02 concentrations. 

For the case of Zr02-containill9 glasses this .... ,ork has proved its role 

within a soda-lime-silicate glass as being that of a network former. 

However, this role nlCY change in other glass systems particularly in the 

presence of another known glass former, e.g. Na20-B203-Si02 and 

MgO-Al203-Si02 glasses (cf. FDF's for Zr02 in a soda-lime silica glass 

(Fig. 4.3.) and those for Zr02 in a cordierite system shown in l--l.1Jendix 

C). Thus, this \vork may be extended to cover Zr in other glass systems. 

From the previous two sections it was suggested that the particular 

site occupied by either Zr or Ti in their respective base glass systems, 

may require the presence of IOOdifying iOlls in the vicinity of the network 

forming structural unit. As a result, one may expect that these ions nk:ly 

occupy two different sites within the glass. Such effects may be possible 

to detect by I::<AFS with the availability of soft X-ray equipnent, or by 

using nmagic-anglen l-l1R Spectroscopy, for which the Na+ resonance is 

readily measurable. 

One interesting property of nCem-Fil n type glasses is its increased 

chemical durability with the addition of small aroounts of transition metal 

oxide. Such additions have been shown by Taylor (1984) to rooc1ify the 

atomic envirorm:ent around the Zr4+ ion. In view of the very small 
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amounts of transition metal present « 1 wt %) no EXAFS spectra is 

available on their K-eCiges although, as was explained above, by utilizing 

fluorescence techniques these edges may be measured • 

. ' 



For the purposes of this study, the non-linear least squares fitting 

algorithm used is due to Gill and Murray (1978). The function that is 

minimized corresponds to 

N 
F(~j) = L 

i=l 
2 [f. (x.) J 

1 -J (A.I. ) 

where ~j = (xl' x2 ••• xN). fi(Xj) is called the residuals and is defined 

as 

(A.2.) 

The algorithm does not calculate a global minimum and therefore a 

reasonable (physical) guess is required for ~ in order to calculate a 

local minimum. 

The minimization of F(~ can be expressed in terms of the Hessian H, 

and Jacobian J, matrices, thus: 

where 

and 

M 
G(x) = 2[JT(20J(~) + I fi(~)Gi(~)] 

i=l 
(A.3. ) 
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J(x) = a!. f(x) 
1 

Gi(X) is the Hessian matrix of fi(x), and the sunnations run from i 

= 1 ••• M, where M is the nurrber of data points and j = 1 ••• 1':, N bE:-ing 

defined in eqn. A.I. 

At the final solution G(x) may be approximated by 2fl'J. The 

variance of the parameter Xj is then 

S -1 var x. = M N (G .. ) ) - )J 
(A.4.) 

where S is the sum of the squares of the reciduals. 

Eqn. A.4. can also be derived from the fact that 

where £jj is the error matrix - see Bevington (1969). 

Tne algorithm used outp.1ts the Jacobian matrix and the finCIl points 

Xj. The Hessian or error matrix is then COrrplted by inverting 2flJ by 

Crout's method of triangular decomposition. 



~xB 

'!be inclusion of a coot>ination of Ti02 and Zr02 within some glass 

systems is known to increase the nucleation properties as compared to one 

of these constituents alone. For example, in the development of 

cordierite glass ceramics, near the stoichiometric composition, 

approximately 10 wt. % Ti02 or Zr02 is needed to 'catalyze' the reaction. 

If both Ti02 and zr02 are present, it is found that - 4 wt. % is 

sufficient. The phase development of these glass ceramics is 

characterized by a whole range of crystalline forms and quartz solid 

solutions that depend on heat temperature, the rate of heating and to a 

large extent on the composition. As yet no attempt has been made to 

profer a structural interpretation on this phenomenon. 

It was noted in Olapter 5 that some ordering is evident in glasses 

containing Ti02 prior to any observable phase separation. Such an 

incipient ordering may be observable at an even earlier stage in the glass 

itself. Tb this end, the compositions given in Table BI were chosen to 

have sufficient Ti02 content so that EXAFS measurements were IX>ssible. 

'!his was found to be - 10 IOO1e %. Fran the starting composition TZA, 

small amounts of Zr02 were added in place of 8i02. 
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SAMPLE Ti02 Zr02 Si02 ~Ja20 

TZA 9 3 63 25 
TZB 10 5 60 25 
TZC 9 6 60 25 

TABLE SI 

Cof:ll.JOsitions of three Ti02-Zr02-containing glasses. 
Samples were quenched in air. 

Unfortt.::ncctely, only clal" on the Ti K-eUge could be ootalnea. This 

i""ve D(:E:n Ler,tficial to the inttr!:-,ret~tion. 

Fro!:l the EYJ\FS tbe III<:lsnitu(le of ttle F'l"s, tor ir:creasing Zr02' an: 

SbO\',TI ir: Fi,:? E.l. Tbe first pecK is attrii.JutE:(1 to oxygen scattering and 

siven tile concentrations of Ti02 HIdY be [,lC:.t<.:nHi in silape to lbt-: ternary 

slass TiE (Cha~ter 5). The major difterenc~· L:€t\IH:11 the glesses apptars 

in tite cOIltributiol1 fruD the second sLell. Fron. tilE: l'hysi<A:~l prOi-€rtiE:s 

01 thesE: glasses it ba.s long been thought tHat the presence of the two 

catioLS {,laY, in SOr.1€ way, influence tbe local ator.tic structure, although 

the exact I~atUI'e ot this interaction is unknown. F!esults ShO'iI that there 

is incieE..o SOT.le discernible orderins t"kiw.:i ;,lC:lcc-, not 01 tbe irr:r:.e<Jiate 

o~{~'sen E:Ilvir0I~ent but of the next nearE:st IH:.:isilbour. This nlilidle rangE' 

orc,erir.g may e~<plail1 tl1e nucleation l:;rO~t'[tit:s of these glasses. 
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APPENDIX C 

EXAFS INVESTIGATION INTO THE ROLE OF Zr02 

AS A NUCLEATING AGENT IN MgO-A1203-SiOz GLASS 

J.M. Taylor and P.W. McMillan 

Department of Physics, University of Warwick, 
Coventry CV4 7AL, UK 

ABSTRACT 

X-ray absorption measurements were undertaken on 

seven specimens of the magnesium aluminosilicate type 

containing 10 mole per cent Zr02 as a nucleating 

agent. For this system nucleation occurs at 7800 C, 

with the onset of crystallization at about 9000 C. The 

latter is characterized by an ordering of the near 

oxygen environment around the Zr ion and by a dramatic 

rise in the second-shell ordering, from the inherent 

static disorder of the glass to the well defined 

atomic co-ordination of tetragonal Zr02' Atomic 

ordering during nucleation is less pronounced and is 

characterized by a subtle ordering of the first oxygen 

shell. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Zirconium dioxide as a constituent of certain oxide glasses is 

known to confer interesting physical characteristics. An important 

aspect is the use of this oxide as a nucleating agent in the formation 

of glass ceramics. In order to monitor such a transformation we have 

used a novel technique, that of EXAFS, with its ability to probe the 

immediate atomic environment around one particular constituent of the 

material, in this case Zr, to establish whether any structural re

arrangement occurs within the glass prior to crystal growth. 
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We have performed X-ray absorption measurements on several 

specimens which had received the thermal treatments summarized in 

Table 1. 

Heat treatment conditions 

Specimen Time (h) Temp (oC) Comments !\ame 

Glass ) 

2 2 750 ) 
) 

Cooled from melt to 3 2 800 ) 

4 2 850 
) room temperature 
) 

5 2 900 ) 

6 0·5 1100 ) 

Crystal 2 1100 Cooled from melt to 11000C 

TABLE 1. Thermal History of Glasses. 

2. EXAFS ANALYSIS 

2.1. Theory 

The basic premises for the EXAFS scattering process are couched In 

terms of a single scattering model after Sayers et al. 1970. With 

further refinement (see for example Ashley & Doniach 1975) they lead 

to the now widely used expression for the EXAFS 

1 N. 
= =- L ~ exp(-yr.) t.(2k) exp(-o~k2) sin(2kr. + 20.(k» (1) 

k rj J J J J J 
X(k) 

where the parameters have their familiar interpretation. 

2.2. Analysis in Energy Space 

Figure 1 presents the extracted EXAFS for all the samples shown in 

Table 1. By a simple comparison of these spectra it can be seen that 

the atomic environment has changed dramatically from the nucleated 

specimens, that is those specimens heat treated between 780°C and 

900°C, to that of the crystallized samples (llOOoC), as the fine 
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Figure 1. EXAFS oscillations of all the specimens plotted as a 

function of photoelectron energy. 

structure in the latter extends to photon energies of about 600 eV. 

compared with about 200 eV for the non-crystalline case. 

2.3. Analysis in real space 

Although valuable information can be obtained from simple 

comparisons of spectra in energy space, the Fourier transform of the 

EXAFS function X(k). equation (2), allows a thorough structural 

investigation to be undertaken. 

N. 

'" ! ~ ~ exp-(yr.) 
r?o. J 

exp[2(r - r .)2/o?] 
J J 

( 2) 

J J 

Owing to the limited range of data in k space, represented in equation 

(2) by W(k) a cosine-tapered window function (Bourdillion et al. 1979). 

the Fourier transforms are restricted in their inte.rpretation as 

termination ripples can sometimes be strong enough to produce 

ambiguous emitter-scatterer bond-distances. 
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Figure 2. The Fourier transform ~(r) for the original glass (note, 

there is no correction for the central atom phase shift). 

Figure 2 depicts just such a quasi-radial distribution function. 

The first peak is due to so-called atomic EXAFS and does not concern 

us here (see Holland et al. 1978). The second two peaks represent 

the 'oxygen cage' around the Zr ion. They occur at distances of 1·5 

and 1-9 R, shifted towards the origin by the central atom phase-shift 

that appears in equation (2). The height of these peaks is 

proportional to the structural parameters N., r. and a., number, 
J J J 

distance and Debye-Waller factor for each shell. Their form in the 

glass and solely nucleated specimens, as compared with the 

crystallized samples, in which the major phase is tetragonal Zr02. is 

very disordered. This is illustrated in Figures 2. 3 and 4 by the 

growth of the first oxygen shell, labelled 0, on an arbitrary unit 

scale. 

In tetragonal Zr02, metal ions are eight-fold co-ordinated: 

Zr-Or(4} - 2-065 X; Zr-OII (4} = 2·463 X. This co-ordination is well 
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Figure 3. The Fourier transform ~(r) for two specimens 6 and 7 

(called crystal) (note, there lS no correction for the 

central atom phase shift). 

defined, as we would expect, in the crystallized samples. Moreover, 

just such a split-shell co-ordination, although highly disordered, is 

evident in the glass and nucleated specimens, showing that there is 

some similarity between the near oxygen disposition about the Zr ion 

ln the glass and in the crystal, albeit that its nature in the former 

is somewhat incipient. 

One explanation for such a high degree of disorder in the first 

shell is the presence of a large Debye-Waller factor, o~. The latter 
J 

appears in equation (1) as an overall damping term. an~ represents the 

mean square relative displacement of emitter and scatterer. l.e., 

thermal disorder. In a crystalline material, this 'thermal 

breathing' is the only contribution. However, in amorphous materials 

there is a second contribution due to an inherent static disorder. As 
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Figure 4. The Fourier transform ~(r) for two specimens 5 and 6 

(note, there is no correction for the central atom phase 

shift). 

such the Debye-Waller factor may be re-expressed as: 

o~ ... 0 2 + 0 2 
J j,T j,S 

where T and S refer to the contribution due to thermal and static 

disorder, respectively. 

(3) 

This disorder effect is evident in all the nucleated specimens 

together with a positive shift in bond-distance towards the 

crystalline value as a function of heat treatment temperature from 

(1·477 + a) ~ for the original glass to (1·630 + a) X for that of the 

crystal, a is a constant assuming that the phase shifts 6. (k) are 
J 

equivalent for both specimens. This assumption is valid if the 

concept of chemical transferability can be invoked and if so gives a 

value for the constant a of 0·4l~. Eisenherger & Brown (1979) have 
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shown that asymmetries in the pair distribution function can lead to 

ambiguities in bond distance. That is. the pair distribution function 

is not a pure delta function but exhibits, at large distances, a 

gradual tailing off in the distribution producing an extra shift in 

bond distance, together with that of the central atom phase shift, 

which is proportional to the degree of asymmetry i.e., disorder. As 

such, the transfer of structural parameters from a model compound to 

that of an unknown material should be restricted to such compounds 

that possess similar pair distribution functions. The need for a more 

general theory for which these symmetries may be incorporated is 

fundamental in order to determine accurately co-ordination number and 

bond distances in disordered materials. 

As was hinted at previously in Section 2.2., second-shell effects 

are observed with the onset of crystallization (about 9000 e). The 

radial distribution functions for nucleated specimens show that 

contributions to the EXAFS from the second 'co-ordination' shell 

(about 3 R) are indeed of little importance. However, for 

crystallized specimens (cf. Figures 2, 3 and 4; about 3 R), coupled 

with the increase in order of the first shell, there is a dramatic 

rise in second-shell ordering. Moreover, a detailed examination of 

the type of second-shell scatterer has led to the conclusion that its 

origin is due to Zr-Zr scattering as opposed to what is reasonably 

thought to be Zr-Si scattering prior to crystallization. Zr-Zr 

distances (about 3·6 i) are in agreement with what we would expect for 

the case of tetragonal Zr02 in which metal-metal distances are 

Zr-ZrI (4) ~ 3·640 and Zr-ZrII (4) • 3·684. 

3. CONCLUSION 

It has been shown that EXAFS measurements have a distinct advantage 

over other structural techniques, such as X-ray diffraction or 

electron microscopy, as structural rearrangement is observed in the 

process of nucleation long before the appearance of any micro

crystalline characteristics. 
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